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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 1949, in two papers [1], Freeman Dyson showed that the operator formalisms of quantum electro-
dynamics (QED) from Julian Schwinger [2] and Sin-Itiro Tomonaga [2] would yield the same graphical
rules for calculating S-matrix elements to any desired order of perturbation theory, that had been found
by Richard Feynman [2]. At that time, quantum electrodynamics was very successful in describing
experimental phenomena to lowest order, but higher-order corrections, like vacuum polarisation and
self-energy, gave rise to infinite divergent integrals. The physicists handled these infinities by absorbing
them into a redefinition of a finite number of coupling constants and masses, calling this procedure
renormalization. Dyson also carried out an analysis [2] of the infinities in general Feynman diagrams
and proved that these are always precisely the sort which could be removed by renormalization. This
was a major success for quantum electrodynamics as a consistent quantum field theory and the hour
of birth for running coupling constants. During the invention of QED (1925) it became clear that a
theory describing the interaction of matter (by that time electrons, positrons and protons) with light
could not describe all aspects of nature. A new particle, the neutrino, has been introduced by W.
Pauli to explain the continuous energy spectrum of the electrons, emitted from the nucleus, in the
/3-decay and E. Fermi [7] has formulated in 1934 the first theory to describe this weak interaction.
Then in 1932 the discovery of the neutron by J. Chadwick [3] and W. Heisenberg's subsequent sug-
gestion [4] that nuclei are composed of protons and neutrons1, not protons and electrons, made clear
that a strong non-electromagnetic force of short range would have to operate between neutrons and
protons to hold the nuclei together. A few years later, in 1935, H. Yukawa [5] proposed a quantum field
theory of the nuclear force and predicted a particle of the order of 200 electron masses. In 1947 this
particle was identified as the pion [6]. From 1947 until the present a large variety of particles has been
discovered. These theoretical ideas and experimental facts made clear that an all-inclusive model for
particle physics was needed. This model is the Standard Model (SM), which describes the interactions
of all elementary particles. The SM consists of the GWS-theory and the quantum chromodynamics
(QCD), the latter is a field theory of strong interactions. The electroweak GWS-theory [8] was found
in 1967 by Scheldon Glashow, Steven Weinberg and Abdus Salam as a consistent description of the
electromagnetic interaction together with the weak interaction- The proof of the renormalizability of
the SM by G. t'Hooft [9] ensures that the SM predictions, obtained by perturbative expansions, are
reliable. The SM includes all known forces except the effects from the gravitational force2 and divides
the elementary particles in two groups: fermions and bosons. The group of the fermions is joined by
the six leptons and the six quarks and all known matter is build up from these fermions. The forces

1In 1920 Rutherford already speculated about new kinds of atomic nuclei, but he pictured them all as consisting of
protons and electrons. One of the hypothetical nuclei about which Rutherford speculated was a "neutron", with atomic
weight 1 and electric charge 0, but this was still pictured as a composite of a proton and an electron. It was entirely
unclear to anyone why some of the electrons in an atom should be bound in the nucleus while the other revolved in
much larger orbits outside the nucleus. At that time no one had any idea of what sort of force might be operating at the
extremely short distances.

2These effects are very tiny in high-energy physics situations and can be neglected.
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between the elementary particles are described by the exchange of gauge particles, the gauge bosons.
The electroweak forces are acting on all fermions, whereas the strong interaction acts exclusively on the
quarks. The corresponding bosons to these interactions are the massless photon, the massive charged
bosons W* and the massive neutral boson Z° for the electroweak interactions and the eight gluons
for the strong interaction. The Standard Model is completed by the Higgs boson, which has not yet
been discovered. The Higgs is believed to be responsible for the masses of the elementary particles.
The SM has been extremely successful in predicting the outcome of all particle physics during the last
40 years.

However, despite the achievements of the Standard Model, it is not able to make predictions of
the strength of the interactions or the masses of the fermions and gauge bosons. It only gives relations
between these parameters. To make predictions the SM needs a set of basic input parameters, which
have to be determined by experiments. One choice of input parameters for the standard electroweak
model is given by the following three parameters3 : the electromagnetic fine structure constant aem,
which describes the strength of the electromagnetic interaction, the muon decay constant (Fermi
constant) Gß and the mass of the Z° boson. It is obvious that the precision of the SM predictions
depends on the precision of the input parameters. This makes the measurement of the fine structure
constant aem an interesting topic. So for example the uncertainty of aem is still one of the dominant
contributions to the uncertainty of the electroweak fits which are constraining the Higgs mass.

probing charge

Figure 1.1: Vacuum polarisation by virtual pair creation.

Due to the renormalization of QED, the fine structure "constant" is not a constant. Instead it
shows a running behavior with a minimal value of ao = e2/4?r = 13?,

1
036. Here e is the charge of

the electron. The idea behind renormalization is that the coupling in the QED formulas is a "bare"
coupling, which is not measurable and could even be infinite. The behavior of the coupling in electron-
electron scattering could be interpreted qualitatively in the following graphic model. In a relativistic
and quantised theory like quantum electrodynamics, the vacuum around the two "bare" charges has
the possibility to polarize. This means that all charges are surrounded by clouds of virtual photons,
which spend part of their existence dissociated into fermion-antifermion pairs. The virtual fermions
with charges opposite to the bare charge will be, on average, closer to the bare charge than those

3Not counting the Higgs boson mass, MH , and the fermion masses and mixings.
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virtual particles of like sign, as illustrated in figure 1.1. So typically, charged particles in a collision
of momentum transfer E interact electromagnetically with an "effective" charge which is the charge
contained in the sphere of radius r fa -g around the particles. The effective charge, due to vacuum
polarisation by virtual pair-creation, is larger than the classical charge, which is seen in a very large
sphere (r —> oo).

When we probe closer, we penetrate more into the cloud of virtual particles, decreasing the screen-
ing effect and observing more of the bare charge corresponding to a strengthening of the coupling.
This is not a pure QED effect, because the virtual pairs in the polarised vacuum could be lepton pairs
but they could also be quark pairs, which feel the strong force. In principle it is possible to calculate
the running of a with the QED and the QCD, but this requires precise knowlege of the masses of the
pair created particles and of the non-perturbative interactions between the quarks. For the leptons
the masses are well known, but for the quarks this is not the case. So a direct measurement of the
running of the electromagnetic coupling constant is even more interesting. There are several different
methods to do such a measurement.

This work describes a measurement of the running of aem with the OPAL detector at LEP, by
using small angle Bhabha scattering. '

This text is organised as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background. Chapter 3 gives
an overview of the experimental aspects and measurements of a in the past. In Chapter 4 details are
given about the LEP ring and the OPAL detector, where the focus is upon the luminosity detector.
The analysis method is described in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the event selection of Bhabha events is
presented. In Chapter 7 the reconstruction methods used to reconstruct the Bhabha events are ex-
plained. The most important aspect here is the anchoring procedure. In Chapter 8 the luminosity data
samples are described, followed by a roundup of the detector simulation in Chapter 9. In Chapter 10
the impact of the anchoring correction on the measurement is discussed. A discussion of the systematic
uncertainties is given in Chapter 11. The final result is presented in Chapter 12 and in the Appendix
the derivation of the formulas used in this analysis can be found.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Aspects

2.1 The Standard Model

In this Chapter we will outline the basic ideas of the Standard Model, which is the most consistent and
successful theory of elementary particles during the last 40 years. We will also introduce the concept
of renormalization, which results in running coupling constants.

2.1.1 The Matter

The building particles of matter are classified into two groups. Those which experience the strong
interaction, called hadrons, and those which do not, called leptons. The hadrons are subdivided into
baryons which have half-integer integral spin and mesons, with integer integral spin. Hundreds of
baryons and mesons have been found. The hadrons are composite states of six difeerent quark types:
up, down, strange, charm, bottom and top. Baryons are bound states of three quarks and mesons are
quark-antiquark states. To each of the matter building particles an antiparticle exists with the same
mass but opposite charges. Nicely corresponding to the 6 quarks there are 6 leptons, electron e, muon
/i, tau r and the associated electron neutrino ue, muon neutrino vß and tau neutrino vr. Neutrinos
are the lightest particles and the proof that the have a not vanishing mass is only a few years old [13].
The weak eigenstates ue, isß, uT are linear combinations of the mass eigenstates vi, V2, v$. The
mixing between the weak eigenstates and the mass eigenstates is described by the Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata matrix [27]. The fundamental particles, the leptons and the quarks, are arranged in three
generations or families, see table 2.1. The number of generations is not predicted by the SM but the
number of light neutrino species could be estimated from direct measurements of invisible Z° width
{Nv = 2.9841 ± 0.0083) at LEP [28].

Particles | | Generation 1 | Generation 2 \ Generation 3
Leptons

Quarks
e (0.51 MeV)

u (1 - 4 MeV)
d (4 - 8 MeV)

li (106 MeV)

c (1.2 - 1.4 GeV)
s (80 - 130 MeV)

r (1.8 GeV)

t (174.3 GeV)
6 (4.1-4.4 GeV)

Table 2.1: Generations of the matter building fundamental particles and their mass [14]. The weak
neutrino eigenstates do not have a defined mass. Upper mass boundaries for the mass eigenstates are:
3 eV for vx, 0.2 MeV for i/2 and 18 MeV for i/3.
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2.1.2 The Forces

There are four forces acting between the particles: gravitation, the weak interaction, the electromag-
netic interaction and the strong interaction.

• gravitation: not in the SM, the gauge boson is assumed to be the graviton with spin 2

• weak force: the gauge bosons are Z° and W^ with spin 1

• electromagnetic force: the gauge boson is the massless photon with spin 1

• strong force: the gauge bosons are the 8 massless gluons with spin 1

The gravitation is not included in the SM since there exists up to now no quantum theory of gravitation.
The charged leptons take part in the first three interactions (in the listing above), the neutral leptons
in the first two and the quarks in all four.

2.1.3 The Symmetries

In quantum field theory the Lagrange density, which is a function of the fields and their derivatives,
is introduced in an axiomatic way, then the Feynman rules are obtained by requiring local gauge
symmetry of the Lagrangian. Preserving gauge invariance forces one to add a " minimal substitution"
term in the covariant derivative, which consists of a product of coupling strength, group generators
and gauge fields. The symmetry group of the SM is 5f/(3)c x SrC/(2)L x U{1)Y- The symmetry group
5£/(2)L x U(l)y describes the electroweak interaction and the group S77(3)c describes the strong
interaction. The subscript L on SU(2)i remind us that the weak isospin current couples only lefthanded
fermions. The group U(l)y contains both chiralities and describes phase transformations with the weak
hypercharge Y as group generator. The SU(2)i, x U(1)Y symmetry structures the fermions in families
with lefthanded doublets and righthanded singlets, see Table 2.2. The weak eigenstate quarks df, sf, bi
are linear combinations of the mass eigenstates d, s, b, which is desribed by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix [15].

3

V e / L

"eR

Leptons
Generations

ßR TR
VUR "TR

I
1/2
1/2
0
0

h
1/2

-1 /2
0
0

Y
- l
- l
- 2

0

Q/e
0

- l
- l

0

3

•(*)i
UR

Generations

\Sl)h
CR
SR'

ib/Jh
«R

Quarks
I

1/2
1/2
0
0

h
1/2

-1/20
0

Y
1/3
1/3
4/3

-2/3

Q/e
2/3

-1/3
2/3

-1/3

Table 2.2: Compendium of the quarks and leptons and the relevant quantum numbers for the elec-
troweak interaction: the weak isospin I, its third component I3, the hypercharge Y and the resulting
electrical charge Q. The index R respectively L denotes the right- and lefthanded fields.

Requiring local gauge invariance of the Lagrangian under 5J / (2)L X U(1)Y transformations leads
to three vector bosons: W+, W~ and W°. The U(l)y implies one gauge boson B. The two neutral
bosons B and W° are mixing together and generate a massless linear combination, the photon, and an
orthogonal, heavy linear combination, the Z°. The mixing angle 9W is called the weak mixing angle
or Weinberg angle, and relates the coupling strength gf and <?, defining the electromagnetic coupling
e:

<?sin6w = <7/cos0w = e (2.1)

The weak coupling to the Z° is related to the Weinberg angle by:

9z ~ s inewcos6w '
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The value of the Weinberg angle is sin9w
2 = 0.23149 ± 0.00015 [14]. As a result of the mixing W+

and W~ couple only to lefthanded fermions, whereas the coupling of the Z° depends on the charge
and the weak isospin of the fermions.

The symmetry group of QCD is the SU(3)c- The subscript C remind us that quarks are carrying a
colour charge, which is called red, green or blue. The intermediate bosons for the strong interaction are
the 8 massless gluons, each carrying a colour and an anticolour. The baryons and mesons are always
colourless, which means for mesons, that they are carrying a colour and the corresponding anticolour
and for baryons that the three quarks have different colour.

The range of the forces is quite different and depends on the mass of the intermediate boson, see
Table 2.3. The forces with massless bosons, photon and gluons, have in principle infinite range. For
the gluons the confinement of the quarks, the fact that the gluons are SU(3)c octet bosons and do
not couple to the free particle 5C/(3)c singlets, masks this property.

Interaction 11 Symmetry Group | Boson | Mass in GeV
weak
electromagnetic
strong

SU(2)L

U(1)Y

SU(3)c
7

8 gluons

80,91
0
0

Charge | Range
±1,0

0
0

« 1 0 - l ö m
CO

« 10~16 m (confinement)

Table 2.3: Bosons as carriers of the force.

Discussing the mass of the bosons we have not mentioned that perfect local gauge invariance
requires all gauge bosons to be massless. By introducing a spontaneous symmetry breaking of the
ground state in the gauge theory it is possible to solve this problem. This procedure is called Higgs-
mechanism [12]. The minimal Higgs model introduces one complex doublet of scalar Higgs fields. Three
of its components create mass terms for the weak bosons and the 4th component is the massive scalar
Higgs boson. The Higgs has not been found yet, but the Higgs-mechanism legitimates the approach
to describe nature by local gauge theories.

2.2 The Concept of Renormalization

Feynman diagrams represent terms in a perturbation theory expansion of physical amplitudes. For
QED the expansion parameter of the theory is the fine structure constant a. In the lowest order (tree
graphs) the calculations are consistent and the parameters in the Lagrangian can be identified with
the physical parameters. As soon as one goes to the next order in perturbation theory the Feynman
diagrams contain loops, for example the diagrams shown in Figure 2.1, which are 0(a2) diagrams.
Since a « 1/137 is quite small, such corrections would seem to be relatively insignificant. But this is
not the case, actually one finds that the contribution of a loop diagram is infinite, which makes the
perturbation theory approach to field theory senseless. To fix this problem of infinities, renormalization
was invented. The idea and algorithms of renormalization can be summarized as follows:

• The divergent terms that occur in quantum electrodynamical calculations are indentifiable in a
Lorentz and gauge-invariant manner, and can be interpreted as modifying the mass and charge
parameters that are introduced in the original Lagrangian.

• By identifying the modified, or renormalized, mass and charge parameters with the physically
observable masses and charges of physical particles, all the divergences are absorbed into the mass
and charge renormalization factors, and finite results in excellent agreement with experiments
are obtained.

In the next Sections we will discuss the renormalization of the coupling in QED.

10
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time

Figure 2.1: Higher order diagrams for Bhabha scattering. Prom left to right: self energy, vertex correction and
vacuum polarisation.

2.2.1 Renormalization in QED

There are two types of 1-loop diagrams for electron-positron scattering. The self energy and vac-
uum polarisation diagrams modifying the fermion and photon propagator and the vertex correction,
which modifies the electromagnetic electron-photon coupling. All these diagrams are divergent for
4-momentum \k\ —> oo (UV divergence) and in addition the vertex correction and the electron self
energy diverge for k —> 0 (IR divergence). For external particles on their mass shell, the divergencies
from the vertex correction and the electron self energy are equal and cancel each other exactly. This is
due to the Ward identity [17] and assures that the renormation of the charge does not depend on the
particle type (e,/i...), as the vertex correction and the self energy do. So the Ward identities guaranties
that if the "bare" charges of two particles are equal than this is still true for the physical observable
charges. So we are left with the divergence of the vacuum polarisation diagram. The Feynman rules
demand to integrate each loop over the inner 4-momentum vector k, which is not fixed by momentum
conservation, see Figure 2.2. The self energy bubble is denoted by S. It has two Lorentz indices from

Figure 2.2: Loop diagram and 4-momenta. .

the two vertices and the amplitude MßV for this diagram can be evaluated from the Feynman rules

11
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. as [16]:

Mßv = 2>£) HS"*) V™ • (2.3)

where £>̂ ,j = — ̂ ^- is the tree level photon propagator and gaß is the metric tensor. The vacuum

polarisation tensor follows from the Feynman rules as1:

wiTj^; «*" r ^ iQtei°' (2-4)

hereby rrif is the fermion mass inside the loop, Qf is the electric charge in units of e and 7P are the
gamma matrices.

The renormalization procedure consist of two steps:

• Regularize: redefine the integrals, making them mathematically well defined.

• Renormalize: make the now well-defined integrals finite and eliminate the regularizing parame-
ters.

Regularization can be done in a number of ways. The result in the end should not depend on which
regularization methode one choses.

2.2.2 Regularization

The widely-used regularization methode for gauge theories is that of dimensional regularization, which
means that the dimension 4 is replaced by a lower dimension D = 4 - e, where the integrals are
convergent:

I
An arbitrary mass parameter p has been introduced in order to keep the coupling constant, here the
electric charge, in front of the integral a dimensionless quantity. At the end of the calculation of a
physical quantity the limit D -» 4 has to be performed. Now the more complicated tensor integral
Epcr from equation 2.4 is reduced into a scalar integral S and a Lorentz tensor part oc SL according
to:

g P ^ S L . (2.6)

We are not interested in the a qp<f part, since it does not contribute to the physical matrix element
due to current conservation, the photon propagator on the one-loop level can be written as:

The dimensionless quantity TIo(g2) = ~T,(q2)/q2 is referred to as the unrenormalized photon
vacuum polarisation. The two physically most important limits are for light fermions \q2\ <C m2:

and for heavy fermions \q2\ ^> m2: :

— + 7* - I« 4w + Jn 4 + '* ^T " I " ^ ^

Here JE is the Euler constant (JE — 0.577) and 6 is the Heaviside step function. The expression for
IIo(g2) is now mathematically well-defined, but it depends on the unphysical parameters D and p and
diverges for D -> 4 (e ->• 0).

:We drop the ie-terms and assume that they are always associated with m2 as m2 — it

12
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2.2.3 Renormalization

In a physical matrix element the photon propagator is always connected with a factor e2 from the
charges at the vertices. The classical charge e with

is in principle experimentally determined from the cross section for Thomson scattering:

e4

^Thomson = gT^- (2.11)

QED in lowest order recovers o"Thomson from Compton scattering in the classical limit. The vertex
is dressed in 1-loop order by the following set of diagrams, see Figure 2.3 In the classical limit

Figure 2.3: One-loop diagrams for the eej vertex.

the vertex correction cancels against the external electron self energies as a consequence of the Ward
identity, as already discussed. Hence we are left with the photon vacuum polarisation only, which
contributes a shift in the coupling constant at the vertex

1
«e7u ->-«(e - -eIIo(O))7M (2.12)

If we interpret e as the classical charge we would run into a contradiction since it is the entire quantity
in the brackets which enters the cross section orhomson m 2.11. Therefore one has to reinterpret the
quantity e in the Lagrangian: it is not the physical charge, but some "bare charge" eo related to the
physical charge e by

eo = e + <5e ' (2.13)

The recipe is to replace in the Lagragian and in the Feynman rules e -» eo and perform a consequent
perturbative expansion also in 8e. This bare charge is defined such that in the sum of all diagrams up
to a given loop level the divergencies are cancelled through an (infinite) counterterm öe. So here the
divergence in equation 2.8 and 2.9 is cancelled in a 1-loop renormalization of the photon propagator
by those terms in the tree level amplitude, which contain the counterterm Se. There is more than one
way to define the counterterm, and the way it is done is called the renormalization prescription.
One could define the counterterm such that only the 2/e pole in equation 2.8 and 2.9 is removed after
renormalization (Minimal Subtraction (MS)) or any other finite term can be subtracted in addition to
the 2/e pole, like the JE — In 4TT term in equation 2.8 and 2.9 (Modified Minimal Subtraction (MS)).
The Momentum Subtraction (MOM) absorbs a complete set of radiative corrections to a given vertex
at a typical 4-momentum q% into the definition of the counterterms. The standard renormalization
prescription applied in QED is the MOM mass-shell subtraction. Here, the radiative corrections to
the electron-photon vertex are required to vanish for particles on their mass shell. In this prescription,
the low energy limit of Thomson scattering is equal to the Born term through all order of perturbation
theory, and its coupling constant is given by «o = e2/4?r = 1/137.036. The 1-loop counterterm for the
renormalization of the photon vacuum polarisation reads in the MOM mass-shell subtraction (g2, = 0)

(2.14)

13
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Next we consider a scattering or annihilation process of two charged leptons via photon exchange, for
example a Bhabha scattering process. The amplitude now contains the bare charge

M = «!+ (p2) ieoY \ (pj) 2?g)(g2) ü,- (p3) ie0Y vx+ (p4), (2.15)

where q ~ pi + P2 = Pz + PA and u, v and tt, ü are the fermion spinors and their adjoints. Inserting
equation 2.8 and 2.9 for the photon propagator and perform a perturbation expansion also in 5e or
equivalently in IIo, yielding with equation 2.13 and 2.14

M a ejftl + U0(q
2)) = e2 (l - ino(O)) (l + no(g2))

( 2 1 6 )

The subtracted quantity

Ü(q2)=U0(q
2)-U0(q

2
0) (2.17)

is called the renormalized vacuum polarisation. It is finite for D —> 4, and is expressed in terms
of only physical parameters. For g2, = 0 we get

and for real photons 11(0) = 0. For light fermions inside the loop it increases logarithmicly with q2

and for heavy fermions it is suppressed by q2/m2. We have to allow for several species of fermions
with charges Qf, such that the complete contribution of the vacuum polarisation is given in good
approximation by summing over all fermions m2 <C |g2| for a given g2:

The vacuum polarisation in 2.16 can be considered as a correction either to the propagator or to the
electric charge. The latter point of view involves the concept of a "running coupling constant", which

Figure 2.4: Summation of Feynman diagrams for o>(q2).

we have already mentioned in the Introduction 1:

a(q2) =
1 - fRt n(g2)

a(0)

which is often written as

14
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This form corresponds to the inclusion of all leading order terms to all orders of a in the renormal-
ization [16], which corresponds to the summation

and illustrated in Figure 2.4.
A renormalization scheme is defined by choosing a regularization methode, a renormalization

prescription and a momentum scale at which the renprmalization is performed. Only if the renormal-
ization procedure is carried out to all orders, the answers of different renormalization schemes to a
given problem will be identical. At any finite order of perturbation theory different renormalization
schemes will yield different results. In the MOM renormalization prescription the arbitraryness of \x is
handed to the choice of a physical q\, where the higher order corrections are absorbed into a reference
value of the coupling constant. For QED this is the Thomson limit q% = 0, which defines the reference
scale, and where the coupling is finite and precisely measurable.

2.3 Precision Physics and Radiative Corrections

2.3.1 Precision Physics at e+e~Colliders

With the beginning of the electron-positron accelerators LEP (Large Electron Positron collider at
CERN) and SLC (Stanford Linear Collider at SLAC), the modern era of precision tests of the SM
was started. Both colliders began their operation in the Fall 1989 and the center of mass energies
were chosen to be around the mass of the neutral vector boson of the weak interaction, the Z° boson
(Ecm w 91 GeV). The high-energy reactions studied at LEP 1 and SLC are two-fermion production
processes in e+e~collisions, i.e. e+e~ —»• j/Z —»-ff. Due to the very large data sample (ss 20 mil-
lions of Z° events), a remarkable precision has been reached in the measurements of the Z boson
properties and observables, such as mass, total and partial decay widths, production cross sections
and forward-backward asymmetries. Several technological ingredients contributed to reach the fantas-
tic performances of the LEP 1 program. For instance, the methode of resonant spin depolarization
adopted in the LEP beam energy measurement allowed to reach a very precise calibration, of the order
of 1 MeV. Also the installation of precision luminometers contributed significantly to the success of
the LEP program, allowing a luminosity measurement at the level of 0.1% or better. The luminosity
£ of a collider is the proportionality constant between the event rate dN/dt and the corresponding
cross section a for any given process, according to the relation

%-Ca " (Ml)

N =.a / dtC = oL. (2.22)

Since the luminosity of a collider depends in a highly non-trivial way on machine and beam parameters,
it is measured using a reference process via the relation

L = —!—N. (2.23)

Due to several reasons Bhabha scattering (see Figure 2.5) at small scattering angles e+e~ —> e+e~ is
an ideal reference process: it is dominated by photon exchange in the t-channel and can in principle be
calculated by means of perturbative QED at arbitrary precision, it has a large cross section so that the
statistical uncertainty can be kept small and the Z boson exchange contribution to its cross section,
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s-channel t-channel

time

Figure 2.5: Bhabha scattering feynman diagram with vacuum polarisation, for the $- and the i-channel.

via Z boson annihilation in the s-channel, Z boson exchange in the t-channel and Z — 7 interferences,
is very small.

In parallel with the technological and experimental progress, a large effort was undertaken on
the theory side in the calculation of radiative corrections. The excellent performance of the LEP
machine, asscociated with the theoretical effort, allowed to test the structure of the Standard Model
of electroweak interactions with an unprecedented level of precision. So for example the calculation of
the theoretical small angle Bhabha cross section to be inserted into Equation 2.23 will involve in general
the calculation of radiative corrections. These are numerically dominated by photonic corrections, i.e.
by those corrections obtained by adding real or virtual photon lines to the tree-level amplitudes,
which in turn depend very critically on the phase space integration region. Hence, in order to exploit
Equation 2.23 for the high precision luminosity monitoring, the theoretical cross section must be
computed by taking into account the experimental definition of a small angle Bhabha event and the
corresponding event selection cuts.

In the next section radiative corrections to small angle Bhabha scattering are discussed.

2.3.2 Radiative Corrections to Small Angle Bhabha Scattering

The purpose of the present Section is to derive a sort of rule of thumb able to provide the order of
magnitude of the various photonic corrections to the t-channel Born cross section. This rule of thumb
is given by the so-called canonical coeffcients. As already mentioned the radiative corrections to
the small angle Bhabha (SABH) process are dominated by photonic corrections. We will now review
some generalties on photonic corrections.

Once the infra-red (IR) divergence present in real and virtual corrections separately has been
canceled by properly summing over all the degenerate states, the n-th order QED correction takes the
following form

a^CHQ2). (2.24)

Here u^> is the n-th order contribution to the corrected cross section and C(Q2) = LQI — 1 with
LQ2 = ln{\Q2\jvn?e) is the so called collinear logarithm, Q2 being a typical scale involved in the
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process. In the SABH process, the relevant scale entering the collinear logarithm is Q2 = -£, t being
the squared four-momentum transfer of the reaction. For values of the four momentum transfer typical
of small-angle processes at LEP (t « 1 GeV2) and due to the smallness of the electron mass me, Lt
is of the order of 15. This is the reason why QED radiative corrections are numerically very relevant.
The collinear logarithm LQ2 originates from the phase space integration of the emitted photon, and in
particular from those configurations in which the emitted photon is almost collinear to the radiating
charged fermion line.

The. following general expression gives the coefficients a^ :

© J > (2-25)
j=Q

where I is the so-called IR logarithm, I ~ Infö/E™**), E being the beam energy E™3* being some cutoff
on the maximum photon energy, respectively. The IR logarithm I can become huge when shrinking
the photon phase space. In general this depends critically on the details of the event selection. So the
coefficients a^, due to the presence of the IR logarithm, are IR sensitive, so that they can become very
large inphathological situations i.e. when very tight cuts on the emitted photons are imposed. To derive
our rule of thumb for the magnitude of the photonic corrections an approximate calculation is useful.
The corrected cross section a for the SABH process in the leading logarithmic (LL) approximation,
obtained for instance by means of the Structure Function method, taking into account inital and final
state radiation but neglecting convolution effects can be written as [59]

a~aoe
ß. (2.26)

Hereby &o is the tree-level cross section, ß is given by

ß = 2-C{Q2) (2.27)
7T

and e = e$e/ is the product of two, in principle different, cutoffs for initial state radiation (ISR) and
final state radiation (FSR). The series expansion of Equation 2.26 up to third order in a reads:

a ~ ao (l + ßlne + ^ß2ln2e + ^ß3ln3e\ + O(ßA) (2.28)

In order to exploit the information contained in Equation 2.28, it is necessary to specify the main
features of the event selection one is considering. First we study a non-calorimetric event selection,
which is not a realistic case, but a useful benching situation. In a non-calorimetric event selection it
is possible to separate final-state fermions from the photons radiated by them, in such a way that a
maximum photon energy cutoff, regardless of the fact that the photon comes from inital- or final-state
particles, is meaningful. For such an event selection, one can take e ~ ef ~ e2 ~ e2

c, in such a way
that Equation 2.28 becomes

a ~ ao (l + 2ßlnenc + | (2ß)2ln2enc + ^ (2/3)3ZnO +O(ßi) (2.29)

By defining now as canonical coefficients the coefficients appearing in front of the IR sensitive terms,
the canonical coefficients of the O(anLn) corrections, with 1 < n < 3, can be directly read off
Equation 2.29, and are 2/3, (2/5)2/2 and (2/3)3/3!, respectively. Going beyond the LL approximation,
Equation 2.29 does not provide information any more. Actually, the non-leading corrections are typi-
cally process dependent, and can be computed only by means of a full diagrammatic calculation. On
the other hand, a non-collinear photon is known to produce a correction whose typical size is OI/TT,

which sets the size of the non-leading O(a) correction. Moreover, the O(c?V) corrections come from
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configurations for wich there is one collinear and one non-collinear photon, so that their typical size
is2ßa/-K.

In the more realistic case of a calorimetric event selection it is not possible in principle to separate a
final-state fermion from its accompanying radiation. This means that one is effectively almost inclusive
on FSR, i.e. that €f ~ 1 and e ~ e; = ec. Equation 2.29 is then modified as follows:

a ~ a0
(2.30)

By comparing Equation 2.30 with Equation 2.29, one obtains the relation between the canonical coef-
ficients for a non-calorimetric event selection and those of a calorimetric event selection. In particular,
the O(anLn) coefficients are reduced by factor of 2, 4 and 8 for n=l,2,3, respectively. One can not
expect a reduction in the coefficient of the O(a) correction. Hence, there is a reduction of a factor of
2 in the coefficient of the O(a2L) correction. The situation is summarized in Table 2.4. The situation

Order
O{aL)
O{a)
O(a2L2)
O{o?L)
O(a3L3)

1 non-cal. event selection

a
it

reduction factor
1/2

1
1/4
1/2
1/8

cal. event selection
2fl

a
7T

Table 2.4: The relation between the canonical coefficients for a non-calorimetric event selection and a
calorimetric event selection.

for the OPAL t-region is summarized in Table 2.5, where also a numerical estimate of the canonical
coefficients for a non-calorimetric measurement is given. In Section 11.11 the canonical coefficients are
used to estimate the influence of radiative corrections and missing terms on the measurement.

Order
O(aL)
O{a)
O{a2L2)
O(a2L)
O(azL3)

non-cal. event selection

4£L
Q

tin = -1.81 GeV2

137. x 10-3
2.32 x 10-3
9.4 x 10-3
0.32 x 10-3
0.42 x IQ"3

tout = -6.07 GeV*
149. x 10-3
2.32 x 10-3
11. x 10-3

0.34 x 10-3
0.53 x IQ"3

Table 2.5: The canonical coefficients indicating the generic magnitude of various leading and subleading
contributions up to third-order, for a non-calorimetric event selection. The collinear logarithm Lt —
ln{\t\/m2

e) is calculated for the OPAL t-region: tin = -1.81 GeV2 and tout = -6.07 GeV2. The center
of mass energy is yfs = Mz-

At present, there is complete control of the O(aL, a, a2L2, o?Lz) corrections, for an arbitrary
event selection. The O(a2L) corrections are not fully under control and the only approximate knowl-
edge of them is the main source of theoretical error on the SABH cross section.

There are also other radiative corrections to the SABH process (light pairs, Z-7 interference),
which however are much smaller than the photonic ones. Non-QED corrections other than vacuum
polarisation are absolutely negligible.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Aspects

This Chapter describes how the running of the coupling constant is expressed in the SM and which
attempts have been made to measure it.

3.1 The Running of the Coupling Constant

The electromagnetic coupling constant is a fundamental parameter of the Standard Model, known
with a relative precision of 4 x 10~9 [22] at zero momentum transfer1.

The vacuum polarisation corresponds to the fermion loops in the Feynman diagram, see Figure 2.5,
and may be written as (see Section 2.2.3):

where cto = a(q2 = 0) ct 1/137.036 is the fine structure constant. The vacuum polarisation is present
in the s-channel (time-like, positive q2) and in the i-channel (space-like, negative q2). The loop in the
Feynman diagram can contain lepton pairs or quark pairs so the Aa splits up in two parts :

Ao; - Aaieptons + Acühadrons

The contribution from leptons can be calculated reliably in perturbation theory, as we have seen in
Section 2.2.1. In leading order one obtains :

[ ^ l ^ (3.2)

Here m\ is the lepton mass, Q\ is the lepton charge and 7VCji the colour factor, which is 1 for leptons2.
So the leptonic part of the running depends on the charge and mass of the involved leptons and
increases logarithmically with q2. The hadronic component of the running can not be calculated
through Feynman diagrams involving quarks. Even if the q2 value were sufficiently large to justify the
use of perturbative QCD computations, which is not always the case, the main problem remains that
the quark masses are not known well enough to be usable as input parameters with a satisfactory
outcome. This is especially true for the three light quarks. Furthermore there are non-perturbative

1The relative precision of 4 x 10 9 is the smallest uncertainty of any value of a currently available and is obtained
from the electron magnetic moment anomaly ae. There exist also a number of high precision measurements for a which
are using the relation between a and the von-Klitzing-constant RK • a = 2A2" • ̂ he quantity RK is determined from
the quantum Hall effect, and the magnetic constant JIQ and the speed of light in vacuum c are precisely known. These
experiments are reaching a relative precision of « 10~8. More information can be found in [20].

2Aahad is in principle given by the same formula. For quarks the colour factor is three.
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QCD corrections from hadronic resonances. One way out of the problem are dispersion relations.
Unitarity and analyticity of the photon vacuum polarisation allow us to write [26] :

rvns (T R(s) r j ? p Q C D r , ' A
Aahadrons(S) = - 2 ° £ / ds'^11 + f d^ is

 (3.3)
3?r \ J S'(S' -S) J S'(S' - s) ]

where

, = *(ee > hadrons)
a(e+e~ > M+/i~)

, = *(e+e- -> hadrons)
7 a(e+e

has been measured in e+e~-annihilation experiments up to energies Ecui above which we may calculate
it in perturbative QCD. This formula is based on general principles and holds beyond perturbation
theory. The procedure uses R(s) for low and moderately high s from the measurement of the total
hadronic cross-section e+e~ —> hadrons. This is of particular importance in the low energy region
and for the resonance regions where non-perturbative physics comes into play. For large s it is possible
to calculate R(s) reliably in perturbative QCD due to the asymptotic freedom of QCD. Normally Ecnt
is around 40 GeV but there are many theory-driven evaluations which are extending the application
of perturbative QCD down to even 2 GeV(see for example the references in [28]). The main difficulty
of the whole approach comes from the combination and integration of different experimental data in
the region of hadronic resonances, which in turn gives the dominant uncertainty on Aa for positive
(time-like) q2. In the region 1.5 GeV < -Js < 3.0 GeV the data partly belongs to experiments which
were performed 25 years ago [33,34], and are not comparable with the precision reached by up to date
experiments. For this reason the region between 2 GeV < y^i < 5 GeV has been remeasured by BES-2
in 2001 which reduces the huge systematic errors of about 15-20% to 6-7% [43,44], see Figure 3.1. In
addition the CMD-2 experiment in Novosibirsk has substantially improved the measurements below
1.4 GeV [42].

The effective QED coupling a(q2) is an essential ingredient for many precision physics measure-
ments and it still contributes one of the dominant uncertainties in the electroweak fits constraining
the Higgs mass. In Figure 3.2 the results of the LEP electroweak precision data fits is shown. Plotted
is Ax2 = X2 — Xmin versus the Higgs boson mass, which is the free parameter in the fit. Table 3.3 gives
an overview of the results obtained with dispersion relations in the s-channel.

3.2 Direct Measurements

Until now there have been only a few direct measurements of the running of the QED coupling [35-38].
Most of these analyses involve measurements of cross sections and their ratios and obtain values of
a(q2) which confirm the expected deviation from OJO or from the assumed value of the coupling at some
initial scale. Theoretical uncertainties on the predicted absolute cross sections as well as experimental
scale errors (e.g. trigger, event selection, calibration) can influence such determinations or reduce their
significance.

3.2.1 s-channel Measurements

The s-channel result from the OPAL experiment [36] is based on non-radiative e+e "-annihilation to
leptonic final states (hadron, muon and tau pair production). At center-of-mass energies far above
the Z° resonance these processes are dominated by single photon exchange, although they substan-
tially involve the full electroweak theory. One fits the SM prediction to non-radiative cross-section
and asymmetry measurements by adjusting the free parameter OI(T/S). Therefor the SM prediction
is calculated as function of a(y/s) using ZFITTER3, keeping all other ZFITTER input parameters

3ZFITTER is an analytical program for fermion pair production in e+e~-annihilation. The program calculates total
and differential cross sections and allows fits to be performed with different sets of free parameters.
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Figure 3.1: jRhad including resonances [24]. Measurements axe shown with statistical errors. In addition there
are overall systematic errors (up to 20% in the case of MARK1). The relative uncertainty assigned to the
parametrisation is shown as band and given with the numbers at the bottom.
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Figure 3.2: A%2 as a function of mn from the global electroweak fit to the SM [29]. The blue band represents
an estimate of the theoretical error due to missing higher order corrections. The vertical band shows the 95%
CL exclusion lower limit on TUH of 114.4 GeV from direct searches. The preferred value for TUH, corresponding
to the minimum of the curve, is at 114 GeV, with an experimental uncertainty of +69 and -45 GeV (at 68%
CL derived from Ax2 = 1 for the black line, thus not taking the theoretical uncertainty shown as the blue band
into account). The dashed curve is the result obtained using the evaluation of Aahad(^l) from Reference [30].
The dotted curve is the result obtained using additional low Q2 data from the NuTeV experiment, which affects
the final result very little.
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Burkhard!, Jegerlehner, Verzegnassi, Penso 1989

Jegerlehner 1992

Nevzorov 1994

Geshkenbein, Morgunov 1994 9

Martin, Zeppenfeld 1994

Swartz 1994

Geshkenbein, Morgunov 1995

Eidelman, Jegerlehner 1995

Burkharde, Pielrzyk 1995

Swartz 1995 —

Adel, Yndurain 1995

Alemany, Davier, Höcker 1997

Davier, HScker 1997

Kühn, Steinhauser 1998

Groote, et al. 1998

Davier, HBcker 1998

Jegerlehner 1999

Tier 1999

Osaka 2000 — update of Burkhard!, Pielrzyk 1995

Martin, Outhwaite. Ryskin 2000 -

Burkhard!, Pielrzyk 2001

Geshkenbein 2003
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Figure 3.3: Overview of results obtained with the dispersion relation method. The differences are mainly due to
a different treatment of the systematic errors and/or different theoretical assumptions. Furthermore the handling
and combination of the data from different experiments varies from author to author, and from time to time
new experimental data is accessible. So for example the estimate of Geshkenbein [25] relies much more on a
theoretical description of the hadronic cross-section compared to the estimate from Burkhardt and Pietrzyk [24],
whereas the analysis strategy from Eidelman and Jegerlehner [23] is similar to the one from Burkhardt and
Pietrzyk [51], which is visible in the very good agreement of the results. Prom the year 2000 on the data from
the BES-2 experiment is available.
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fixed. Correlations between measurements are fully taken into account. The results are presented in
Figure 3.4. They are consistent with the Standard Model expectation. The errors on the fitted values
of aem arise from the errors on the measurements, the errors due to uncertainties in the ZFITTER
input parameters are negligible. The value of l/aem from the final fit is l/aem(193.2 GeV) = 127.4^o-
This is about 4.3 standard deviations below the low energy limit of 137.036, thus demonstrating the
running of aem. The fits described above use measurements of cross-sections which depend on the
measurement of luminosity. The luminosity measurement assumes the Standard Model running of
aem from q2 = 0 to typically q2 = (4 GeV)2, where l/aem ?s 134.. The fits therefore measure the
running of aem only from giumj « 4 GeV onwards. Another direct observation of the running coupling
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Figure 3.4: Fitted values of l/aem as a function of q, which is i/s for the OPAL fits. The plot shows results
of fits to OPAL data at each center-of-mass energy and of the combined fit in which aem runs with a slope
obtained from fixing l/aem(0) = 137.036 [36].

was done by the TOPAZ experiment [35] at the e+e -collider TRISTAN by comparing the process
e+e~ —> fJ,+(J,~~ (dominated by s-channel single photon exchange) with the two photon fusion process
e+e e+e /x+/x where the exchanged photons have very small negative virtuality. The experi-
mentally determined value of the electromagnetic coupling, as a function of q, can be extracted from
the relation :

a2(q2) g l + o q(0)
o;4(0) b a(0)

(3.5)

f and g are the Born cross sections corresponding to the two processes with the coupling removed and
a and b are radiative corrections to the Born terms. Both f, g and a, b are estimated with different
Monte Carlo generators and a complete detector simulation. The main advantage is that by looking
at the ratio of the two processes the systematic error from the absolute normalization is avoided.
The result of this measurement is: l/aem(57.77 GeV) = 128.5 ± 1.8stat ± 0.7syst. The final OPAL and
TOPAZ results can be seen in Figure 3.5. Both these analyses exploit the dominance of s-channel 7
exchange diagrams.
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Figure 3.5: The plot compares the results of the OPAL combined fits with values obtained by other experiments.
Measurements shown by open symbols rely on assuming the Standard Model running of aem for q[UIm below 4
GeV, whereas close symbols indicate values derived from cross-section ratios which do not depend on luminosity.
The solid line shows the Standard Model expectation, with the thickness representing the uncertainty, while the
value l/a!em(0) is shown by the dashed line [36].

3.2.2 t-channel Measurements

The idea of the t-channel measurements is to study the angular dependence of small or large angle
Bhabha scattering for a direct measurement of the running of the electromagnetic coupling constant in
the space-like region. The square of the momentum transfer t is related to the polar scattering angle,
and the scattering angular distribution is modified by the running coupling which appears as a2(i).

Large angle Bhabha scattering has been studied by the VENUS [37] and the L3 [38] experiments
to measure the running. In this case both s- and t-channel 7-exchange diagrams are important and the
effective QED coupling appears as a function of s or t, respectively. Moreover interference contribution
due to Z exchange are also sizeable at values oft approaching —M§. Theoretical uncertainties for large
angle Bhabha scattering cross sections have been estimated to be 0.5 — 2 % at LEP 2 energies [10],
depending on the polar angle, and 0.5 % for VENUS [37].

The result from the VENUS experiment is shown in Figure 3.6, where the filled circles show the
results for the space-like region and the open circle shows the result for the time like region, which is
determined from e+e~ -» ß+/J,~ data. The curve indicates the prediction from the functional result by
Burkhardt et al. [51]. L3, using LEP 2 data, has measured a running of 5a~l = 3.80±0.61stat.±l-14Syst.
in the interval —12.25 GeV2 > t > -3434 GeV2, from large angle Bhabha scattering. The significance
is around three sigma. See Figure 3.7. The L3 experiment also showed evidence of the running of a
in small angle Bhabha scattering at LEP 1 energies using the high statistics data sample used for
the luminosity determination [38]. This measurement is much cleaner from a theoretical point of view
but here the dominant uncertainties were experimental systematics. We will discuss this in the next
Section.
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Figure 3.6: VENUS experiment results. The filled circles show the result in the space-like region (q2 = t), and
the open circle is the result for the time-like region (g2 = s). The curve is the prediction from Burkhardt et al..

3.3 Principle of this Measurement

In this analysis we use small angle Bhabha scattering for a direct measurement of the running of aem(t)
in the space-like region. Therefor we use the small angular region accepted for the OPAL luminosity
measurement, which approximately corresponds to 2 GeV < —t < 6 GeV2 at center-of-mass energy
near the Z resonance peak. At this t scale the average Aa, see equation 2.19, is about 2%. The number
of small angle Bhabha events is used to determine the integrated luminosity, so that we can not make
an absolute measurement of a(t). Rather we will look only at the shape of the angular distribution.
This is affected by the variation of a across the acceptance, which is expected to be about 0.5%, leading
to an observable effect of about 1% in the differential cross section. An interesting property of this
low \t\ region is that, although the absolute Aa value is dominated by the leptonic contributions, the
leptonic and hadronic components contribute about equally to its variation across the region accessible
to our measurements. There has been only one similar attempt by the L3 experiment, mentioned in
the last Section, to test the momentum transfer dependence of a directly in a way free of normalization
errors, however their result does not show a strong evidence (around 3 a) for the running of a. See
Figure 3.7. The L3 result is dominated by experimental systematics 5a~l — 0.78 ± 0.26totai aQd uses
the t-region -2.1 GeV2 > t > —6.25 GeV2. To date there exists no direct experimental evidence for
the hadronic contribution to the running in the t-channel.

Small angle Bhabha scattering appears to be an ideal process for a direct measurement of the
running of a(q2) in a single experiment. Among the advantages are the high available statistics and
the purity of the data sample. In this work a crucial element has been the very high precision in
measuring the scattering angle provided by the OPAL Silicon-Tungsten (SiW) luminometer [45]. Not
less important is the cleanliness of the measurement from a theoretical point of view, which has
also been pointed out recently [39]. Small angle Bhabha scattering is strongly dominated by single-
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Figure 3.7: Measurement of a~1{q2) for q2 < 0. The results of the small angle and large angle Bhabha scattering
measurements are shown as solid circle and square, respectively. The corresponding reference q2 values at which
the value of a~1(q2) is fixed to its expectation are shown as open symbols. The error bar on the large angle
point indicates the experimental and the total uncertainty.
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photon t-channel exchange, while s-channel photon exchange is negligible. It is exactly calculable up
to the leading O(a2) terms in the QED photonic corrections (herein indicated as O(a2L2), where
L = ln(|£|/m2) — 1 is the leading logarithm). Many existing calculations are described in [47] and
were also widely cross-checked, mainly to reduce the theoretical error on the determination of the
luminosity at LEP 1. Higher order terms are partially accounted for through exponentiation [21].
Many of these calculations are available in the convenient form of Monte Carlo programs which also
have been extensively checked by the LEP experiments. A calculation accurate to the subleading
O(a?) terms [48] also exists. Corrections for Z interference are very small and well known, so that
small angle Bhabha scattering near the Z pole can be considered an essentially pure QED process.
A comparison of data with such precise calculations can determine the value of the effective QED
coupling in the most precise way.

3.3.1 Bhabha Cross Section and Running of a(t)

In general, the Bhabha cross section is computed from the entire set of gauge invariant amplitudes
in both the s- and the t-channel. Consequently, two invariant scales s and t govern the process. The
different amplitudes are functions of both s and t and the QED couplings a(s) and a(t). However
the restriction of Bhabha scattering to the kinematic regime of small angles, corresponding to small
momentum transfers |t|, results in a considerable simplification, since then the s-channel contribution
gives only a negligible contribution. The Bhabha differential cross section can be decomposed then
into three factors [39]:

da

This decomposition is neither unique nor dictated by a compelling physical reason, rather it allows
one to separate the different sources of t-dependence in a transparent way without introducing any
additional theoretical uncertainty. All three factors are predicted to a precision of 0.1% or better.
The first factor da^ /dt refers to the effective Bhabha Born cross section including soft and virtual
photons, which is precisely known [39], and which accounts for the strongest dependence on t. The
vacuum polarisation effect in the leading photon i-channel exchange is incorporated in the running of
a. The third factor Ar(t) collects all the remaining real and virtual radiative effects not incorporated in
the running of a. The factors are discussed in detail in the following. The first factor is the differential
cross section da

dt , given by:

dt dt \a{t)

The factor ^ - is the Bhabha cross section in improved Born approximation, which, by definition,
includes the running of a. Here «o is the fine structure constant and a(t) is the effective coupling at
the momentum transfer scale t. The improved Born cross section for Bhabha scattering within the
electroweak Standard Model is precisely known [40]. The differential cross section ^ - differs from
^— by the inclusion of those radiative corrections which affect only the propagator of the exchanged
photon. They form a gauge invariant subset of all radiative corrections. It is convenient to decompose
^ into the contributions arising from the t-channel {Bt), the s-channel (Bs) and their interference

ü<7 " " r i T % / n . n . T-> \ /n Q\

dt
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where

l)2l + 9l)2
(3.9)

2(1+ c2)

X2[(l -

(3.10)

And x and £ are defined as:

{QI+QD

o _ _ .

(3.11)

(3.12)

£

t — m |
(3.13)

^a and gv are given by:

and

1
"2'

1
"2

c = cos 6, 6 = piqi

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

where s is the total squared invariant mass and @w the electroweak mixing angle. 6 is the scattering
angle between the initial and final electron with momenta pi and qi respectively. The two-point
functions U(t) = Aa(t) and H(s) — Aa(s) are responsible for the running of a in the spacelike and
timelike regions. As seen explicitly in the formulae above the factor a(t)/ao is not factorized completely
in the improved Born cross section. In order to have the factorized form of Equation 3.6 nevertheless
the t-channel contribution to the running of a has been taken out. In this way, dcr^/dt contains
not only the usual Born t-dependence but also some weaker t-dependences arising from s-channel
amplitudes with vacuum polarisation effects taken into account, although numerically small.
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In the language of Feynman diagrams the effect of running a arises from fermion loop insertions
. into the virtual photon lines. We have

7T

where

m

2

Q2 = -t, £(3) = 1.202, (3.18)

and where the leading part of the two-loop contribution to the polarization operator is taken into
account. The most significant part arises from the electrons and is L/3 - 5/9. The O(a) and O(a2)
leptonic vacuum polarization has been known since many years. The third order (three-loop) leptonic
contributions n(3)(£) have been recently calculated [41]. In the SM, St contains contributions from
muons, tau leptons, W-bosons and hadrons:

°t = °t + °t + dt +dt (3.19)

and 5S is obtained from St by substituting s by t. The contributions from the leptons and from the W
are theoretically calculable and given by

^ r ^ r + lv? ~ I (3-2°)

and

vw = y l "I—f~>2 ' (3.23)

For Q2 > mf the formula simplifies to

Sl
t = -ln-t-2 - -. (3.24)

The hadronic contribution cannot be calculated theoretically, instead, it can be expressed as a dis-
persion integral involving the experimentally measured e+e~-cross section. See the discussion in Sec-
tion 3.1. All the following contributions have been proven to be negligible and could be dropped from
the radiative factor Ar(t) [39]:

• Any electroweak effect beyond the tree level, for instance appearing in boxes or vertices with
Z°~ and W-bosons, running weak coupling
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• • Box diagrams at order a2 and larger

• Contributions of order a2 without large logarithms, leading from order a4 (i.e. a4L4) and sub-
leading higher order (a3L3, a4L3,...)

The radiatively corrected Bhabha cross section differs from daB jdt by a few percent for small angles
depending on energy and final state event selection. The experimental data after correction for detector
effects is to be compared with Equation 3.6.
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Chapter 4

The Experiment

In this Chapter the LEP collider and the OPAL detector are described. In Section 4.3 of this Chapter
the silicon tungsten luminometer, which is the crucial component of this analysis, is explained in detail.
Additional information about the detector and trigger can be found in detail elsewhere [52].

4.1 The LEP ring

The electron-positron storage ring LEP (Large Electron Positron Collider) was located near Geneva
(Switzerland) at the European Center for Particle Research, CERN1. The storage ring had a diameter
of about 27 km and was placed in a tunnel 100 m underground, between lake Geneva and the Jura.
Figure 4.1 shows the LEP ring. In the first phase, LEP 1, from 1989 to 1995 the ring was operating at
center of mass energies near the Z° resonance, i.e. between 89 and 93 GeV. During the second phase,
LEP 2, from 1996 till the end of LEP in November 2000 the center of mass energy was raised to the
region of 200 GeV. This made it possible to create W± pairs and later also Z° pairs. The main interest
was the measurement of the mass of the W^, the three gauge boson couplings and the search for
the Higgs boson. In February 2001 the dismantling of LEP started and today (December 2004) the
LHC2 is being build in the former LEP tunnel. This work uses the data from LEP 1, where each of
the four detectores ALEPH , L3 , DELPHI and OPAL registered about « 5.0 x 106 Z° decays. This
data was used for precise measurements of the electroweak parameters, like Mz and the width of the
Z° boson [46]. Due to the large number of recorded Z° decays a precise determination of the luminosity
was of special interest to the LEP experiments.

4.2 The OPAL Detector

The purpose of the OPAL detector is to measure the four-vector, energy and momentum, and the track
of the particles produced in e+e~collisions. The OPAL detector had a length of 12 m and a diameter
of 10 m and it's mass was around 3000 tons. The OPAL coordinate system is given in figure 4.2 with
a 3D-view of the OPAL detector. The z-axis points in the direction of the electron beam, the x-axis
points to the center of the LEP-ring and the y-axis points upwards. The polar angle 6 is measured with
respect to the z-axis, the azimuthal angle cf> is measured in the xy-plain. The detector has a cylindrical
barrel with endcaps on each side. The OPAL detector can be divided into the central detector, which
consists of tracking devices, the calorimeters, electromagnetic and hadron calorimeter, and the muon
detectors. A cut through a quadrant of the detector is shown in figure 4.3.

1Conseil Europeen pour la Recherche Nucleaire, Geneva, Swiss
2 Large Hadron Collider
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Figure 4.1: The Lep Ring and the 4 Detectors ALEPH , L3 , DELPHI , and OPAL.
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Figure 4.2: The OPAL Detector.
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Figure 4.3: Cut through a quadrant of OPAL detector perpendicular (a) and parallel (b) to the beam pipe.
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4;2.1 The Central Detector

The central detector is a tracking system which consist of a silicon microvertex-detector, a vertex
chamber and the jet chamber. They are placed within the magnetic field of a solenoid coil. The field
is axial and the magnetizing force is 0.435 Tesla. The drift chambers are encased by a pressure tank,
which contains a gas mixture of 88.2% Argon, 9.8% Methan and 2% Isobutan at a pressure of 4 bar.
This enables one to measure the drift time of the ionised charges and reconstruct the position. The
main task of the central detector is to measure the direction and momentum of charged particles. In
addition it is possible to identify particles from by measuring the specific energy loss due to ionisation.

• Silicon Microvertex-Detector (SI)
Directly around the beam pipe the microvertex-detector is located. It is the innermost component
of OPAL. It consists of two layers, each an assembly of two microstrip detectors mounted back-
to-back. Each layer allows a measurement of z and <j). The angular region covered by the outer
layer is |cos(0)| < 0.89. The resolution is 5 >m in r^-plain and 13 /jm in z-direction. The main
task of the microvertex-detector is the precise reconstruction of decay vertices.

• Vertex Chamber (CV)
The vertex chamber is a small cylindrical gas drift chamber with a length of 1 m and a diameter
of 47 cm and an inner radius of 8.8 cm. It is divided into 36 sectors, each sector contains 12 wires
parallel to the z-axis and 6 stereo wires with a stereo angle of 4 degrees. The stereo wires are
used for a determination of the z-coordinate. The spatial resolution is 50 jim. in the r<^-plain and
300 /im in the z-direction.

• Jet Chamber (CJ)
The main component of the central detector is the cylindrical jet chamber. It has a length of
approximately 4 m, an inner radius of 25 cm and a diameter of 3.7 m. The jet chamber is divided
into 24 sectors in <j>. Each sector has cathode plains and contains 159 signal wires parallel to
the z-axis. Between the signal wires there are fieldgiving wires. The position resolution in the
r^-plain is 130/im. In the z-direction the position is reconstructed by charge division allowing a
resolution of about 6 cm. The curvature of the tracks is used to determine the sign of the electric
charge and the momentum perpendicular to the beam axis.

• Z-Chamber (CZ)
The z-chambers are 24 small planar drift chambers which surround the jet chamber and improve
the z resolution of tracks leaving the jet chamber into the barrel part of the detector. Each
sector has a length of 4.5 m and a width of 50 cm and a thickness of 5.9 cm. The sense wires are
perpendicular to the wires of the jet chamber and the resolution in z is 300 /im.

4.2.2 The Calorimeters and the Muon Chambers

The main purpose of the calorimeters is to measure the energy of particles. The segmentation of
the calorimeters is used to reconstruct the position of the incident particles. The calorimeter region
consists of the following parts (from inside to outside):

• Time of Flight System (TOF)
Beyond the pressure tank and the magnetic coil in the barrel region the time of flight detector
is located. It consists of 160 plastic scintillation counters. They are mounted at a radius of
2.35 m. The time of flight system is used to identify cosmic events and to trigger. The mean time
resolution is 280 ps.

• Presampler (PB, PE)
The presampler consist of streamer chambers in the barrel region and of proportional chambers
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in the endcap region. The purpose of the presampler is to detect electromagnetic showers which
have started in front of the electromagnetic calorimeter. This is possible as the particles have to
pass quite a lot of material before they enter the electromagnetic calorimeter. The amount of
material (pressure vessel and coil) is approximately 2 radiation lengths before a particle reaches
the calorimeter. So the shower usually starts in front of the calorimeter.

• Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EB, EE)
The electromagnetic calorimeter consists of 9440 lead glass blocks in the barrel region, and
each endcap is build of 1132 lead glass blocks. In the barrel region the lead glass blocks have a
frontface of 10 x 10 err? and are 37 cm deep, which corresponds to 24.6 radiation length. They
are directed towards the interaction point. In the endcap region the frontface is 9.2 x 9.2 cm2

and the blocks are parallel to the z-axis. The main purpose of the electromagnetic calorimeter is
to measure the energy of photons and electrons. These particles lose in general all their energy
in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The intrinsic energy resolution is :

AE

which is 4% for 45 GeV electrons.

• Hadron Calorimeter (HB, HE and HP)
The hadron calorimeter consists of a cylindrical part in the region | cos(#)| < 0.91, two endcap
calorimeters (0.81 < |cos(0)| < 0.91) and two poletip calorimeters (0.91 < |cos(0)| < 0.99).
Each part consists of alternating parts of iron and active layers. The iron used to initiate the
hadronic showers also serves as the return joke of the magnet. The active layers are streamer
tubes and wire chambers. The energy resolution of the hadron calorimeter is :

120%

The hadron calorimeter is used to measure the energy and position of hadronic particles and
to identify muons. The information from the electromagnetic calorimeter and the information
from the hadronic calorimeter are combined for the reconstruction of hadronic showers. Both
calorimeters together correspond to 7 hadronic radiation length.

• Muon Detector (MB, ME)
In the barrel region as well as in the endcap region the hadronic calorimeter is surrounded by the
muon chambers. In the central region the muon chambers are planar drift chambers with a radial
resolution of 1.5 mm in the r<f> -direction and 2 mm in the z-direction. In the forward region
they consist of streamer tubes with an radial resolution of about 2 mm. The muon chambers
are the outermost components of OPAL.

4.2.3 Detectors in the Forward-Region

• Silicon Tungsten Calorimeter (SiW)
The silicon tungsten calorimeter is the basis of this analysis and is described in detail in the next
Section.

• Forward Detector (FD)
The FD is the "old" forward detector and was used for the luminosity measurement until 1992.
It consists of two detector assemblies which are placed around the beam pipe at a distance to the
interaction point of 2.5 m. The covered 0-region is 47 mrad to 120 mrad. FD is a lead scintillator
sandwich calorimeter with 35 layers. The calorimeter is divided into two parts, the presampler
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(4 radiation length) and the main calorimeter (20 radiation length). Between the two parts are
3 layers of tube chambers for the position reconstruction. The energy resolution is about 3% for
45 GeV electrons. The main calorimeter is divided into 16 0-segments. The scintillators are read
out at the inner and outer edge allowing a coarse position reconstruction. The components for
the precise position reconstruction of the electromagnetic showers are 3 drift chambers in front
of the calorimeter and the 3 layers of proportional tube chambers between the presampler and
main part of the calorimeter.

4.3 The Silicon-Tungsten Detector

A new luminosity monitor for the OPAL detector at LEP was proposed in 1991 to provide a high
precision luminosity measurement. In the initial running at the Z° resonance, OPAL was able to
determine the luminosity to significantly better than 1% with the forward detector FD but it was clear
that a second-generation luminosity monitor was needed to improve the experimental error further
and keep pace with the improvements in Z° statistics. With this luminometer it was possible to reduce
the experimental systematic error to 3.4 x 10~4, an improvement of nearly two orders of magnitude
on the PEP/PETRA measurements, representing by far the most precise luminosity measurement at
the Z°.
The luminometer was built and installed in OPAL before the 1993 LEP run. It consists of two identical
Silicon-Tungsten (SiW) calorimeters mounted at a distance of approximately 250 cm from the beam
interaction point. The main requirements for SiW was a high geometrical accuracy especially on the
inner boundary of the detector acceptance region3. This Chapter describes the mechanics and the
electronics of the SiW detector of OPAL. Additional information can be found in [45].

4.3.1 Physical Construction

The SiW Luminometer consists of two cylindrical calorimeters each encircling the beam pipe. Figure 4.4
shows one calorimeter. Each calorimeter weights about 100 kg and is built of two interlocking "C"
shaped half detectors. The "C" contains an alternating stack of 18 tungsten plates and 19 layers of
silicon sampling wavers. The first sampling layer (seen from the interaction point) lies in front of the
first layer of tungsten to provide improved presampling of the energy lost in upstream material. The
next 14 layers are each a layer of tungsten, 1 radiation length X° thick, followed by a layer of silicon
detectors. The last four layers of tungsten plates are each 2 X° thick, again followed by an active layer.
Figure 4.6 shows a cut through the SiW detector. Electromagnetic showers, initiated by small-angle
45 GeV Bhabha electrons, are almost entirely contained within the 140 mm sensitive depth of the
detector, which represents 22 radiation lengths (X°). The sensitive area of the calorimeter fully covers
radii between 62 and 142 mm from the beam axis. Mechanically each half calorimeter, or "C", is
build of 19 half-layer assemblies. Each of these 19 layers consists of a precision machined tungsten half
disk glued to an aluminium support plate. The support plate carries 8 overlapping silicon detectors
mounted on top of the tungsten and a semi-circular motherboard. See picture 4.5, where the half of a
"C" is shown. The wafers overlap to ensure that there is no dead region between the silicon detectors.
Every second detector layer is rotated by 11.25° (half a silicon wafer width) to minimize possible
systematic effects in the overlap region (see Figure 4.7). There is no tungsten in the last layer as it is
not followed by an active layer. The alignment of the two "C's" uses the two 15 mm precision dowels
which penetrate the entire stack including the aluminium front and rear plates.

3For example, to achieve a precision of 1/1000 in the luminosity, the inner edge of the acceptance must be known to
10/urad, corresponding to 25/im in the radial coordinate of the showers generated in the calorimeters located approximately
2.5 m on either side of the interaction region. Similarly, the «5 m distance between the two luminometers, which is not
easily accessible to direct measurement under operating conditions, must be known to better than 2.5 mm.
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Figure 4.4: An isometric view of one of the SiW calorimeters, separated in two C's, labeled A and B. D labels
the precision dowels which are used to radially align the individual half layers. The holes for the cooling pipes
are labeled with K. Si labels the silicon detector which is only shown on the Right side and C labels the ceramic
hybrid where the silicon detector is glued to. PC labels the PC motherboard. The brass dowels G align the two
half calorimeters with respect to each other and have to ensure that no silicon detectors are damaged during
the closing procedure. The dimensions shown on the figure are mm.
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Figure 4.5: Part of a half-layer assembly.
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Figure 4.6: Cut through the SiW detector.
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4;3.2 The Silicon Detectors

The four C's contain a total of 608 detector wedges. Each is a large, thick-film, ceramic hybrid carrying
a 64-pad silicon wafer diode, four AMPLEX readout chips and about 130 other electronic components.
The pad layout of a silicon wedge is shown in Figure 4.8. The pads have a radial pitch of 2.5 mm, and
are arranged in r ̂ »-geometry in a 32 x 32 pad array. The pad size in azimuth is 11.25 degrees. The
precision of the silicon pad structure is on the submicron level.

4.3.3 The Readout Electronics

The total number of read-out channels is 64 x 16 x 19 x 2 = 38912 (pads/detector x detectors/layer
x number of layers/calorimeter x number of calorimeters) corresponding to the number of the indi-
vidual silicon pads. This large number of channels is read out using front-end electronics based on the
AMPLEX chip. Each AMPLEX contains 16 input channels and multiplexes them to a single output
line. The AMPLEX chip contains circuitry to amplify, shape and hold the signal from the silicon de-
tector. The gain of the amplifier has been matched to signals expected from 45 GeV electromagnetic
showers. The response of the AMPLEX to injected charge has been characterized with both external
and internal calibration signals, as well as with signals from test beams and laboratory sources. The
AMPLEX chips were individually tested with a custom-built semi-automatic probe station, and sorted
according to gain. The chips used on each ceramic were selected to have equal gain, and a trimming
resistor was used to equalize the gains of the ceramics giving an overall channel-to-channel uniformity
of approximately 1%. The gain variations among the 16 channels of each AMPLEX, which can de-
grade the uniformity of the radial position measurement, were appreciably smaller. Using the internal
calibration system, the mean RMS gain variations within each AMPLEX were measured to be 0.25%.
Real gain variations were likely to be smaller, since the observed width could have been significantly
broadened by variations in the calibration system rather than in the AMPLEX gains themselves. An
empirical correction was made to the data to account for the residual 2% cross talk of each channel to
each of the other 15 channels on the same AMPLEX. Due to this correction it is possible to accurately
reconstruct showers and to recognize close-lying secondary showers which would have otherwise been
masked by the cross talk from the primary shower.

4.3.4 The Beam Pipe and Preshowering Material

One of the design requirements for a luminosity measurement with a calorimeter was to avoid as
much as possible material in front of the detector. Figure 4.9 shows a GEANT simulation of the
material upstream of the calorimeters. This material consists of the cylindrical OPAL beam pipe and
the microvertex detector cables and support structures of the OPAL pressure pipe. For a luminosity
measurement the most crucial region is the edge where the inner acceptance cut is made. This was
at 7.7 cm. At this point the dead material totals approximately 0.25 radiation length. The second
most important is the region of the outer acceptance cut (12.7 cm) and there the amount of upstream
material is below 1.0 radiation length. The region in the middle of the detector was not so crucial for
a luminosity analysis and here the amount of material exceeds 2.5 radiation lengths4. For the running

4The acceptance A of the luminosity measurement will be affected by any change, AR, in the inner and outer
acceptance in the following way :

^ „ X 10
A 25 pm

AA _ Ai?out ; ; 1 0 _3
A ~ 110 /im

whereby AR is given in microns. So precision at the inner boundary is 5 times as important as the precision at the outer
boundary for the luminosity measurement.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of a silicon wafer.
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of alpha measurement the situation is more critical. We need a reliable reconstructed coordinate over
the full radius of the detector to measure the shape of the Bhabha spectrum.

o
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Figure 4.9: The calculated material traversed by particles originating at the interaction point as a function of
calorimeter radius, measured at the reference plane (Z=246cm) for the 1993-1994 detector configuration. The
large amount of material on the left is due to the passage of cables from the OPAL microvertex detector. The
arrows show the location of the acceptance definition cuts of 7.2-13.2 cm on shower radius for the running of
alpha(t) analysis. The acceptance cuts of the luminosity measurement are 7.7-12.7 cm.

4.3.5 The Radial and Axial Metrology
A demanding aspect for the work with the SiW is to establish the absolute radial and axial dimension
of the detector. There are two essential steps: determining the geometry of the detector under ideal
conditions in the laboratory, and monitoring the changes which occur when the detector is brought into
operation at OPAL. All the details how this is done can be found in [45]. With this careful handling
of the metrology described in the reference, it is possible to determine the inner radius of the detector
with a precision of 4.4 /im taking into account mechanical deformations, temperature effects, and the
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precision of the optical apparatus used for the survey. The separation of the detectors in z, along the
beam axis is determined with a precision of approximately 60 /an.
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Chapter 5

Analysis Method

In this Chapter we will discuss how the running of a(t) could be estimated from a measurement of
the Bhabha cross section and we will introduce the details of our methode to measure the running of
a(t).

5.0.6 Measurement of a(t) at OPAL

Let us write the Bhabha differential cross section in the following form [39]:

The first factor is the Born term

~dT ~ ~¥~ (5-2)

for t-channel single photon exchange. The second factor contains the effective coupling a(t) and there
are the following small correction terms: e represents the radiative corrections to the Born cross
section, £7 the contribution of s-channel photon exchange and 5z the contribution of Z exchange. The
contributions of 57 and Sz are much smaller than those of e and the vacuum polarization. Therefore,
with a precise knowledge of the radiative corrections (e term) one can determine the effective coupling
a(t) by measuring the differential cross section. Actually the form of Equation (5.1) is an approximation
as the Sy term is not really factorized with the effective coupling a2(t). In fact the s-channel amplitude
has coupling a(s), as we have seen in Section 3.3.1. The practical validity is a consequence of the
smallness of the 57 term, which could even be neglected.

The angular spectrum of the Bhabha events is a forward-peaked steeply falling I/o3 distribution,
where 0 is the angle of the out-going electron and positron with respect to the beam. The definition
of the geometry is shown in Figure 5.1. The counting rate of Bhabha events is used to determine
the integrated luminosity, so an absolute measurement of a(t) is not possible, unless an independent
determination of the luminosity was available. Instead, the structure of the cross section as given in
(5.1) easily allows to determine the variation of a(t) over the accessible t range, since the dominant
piece of the cross section contains the factor (a(t)/ao)2-

At leading order the variable t is simply related to the scattering angle and the total invariant
energy y/s:

I-cos9 s62 . n^
t = -s «-— (5.3)

Photon radiation (in particular initial-state radiation) smears this correspondence.
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— Z = 246.0226 cm —

Figure 5.1: Definition of the Bhabha event geometry. Instead of using the polar scattering angle 9 the radial
coordinate R in the reference plane located within the detector, at a distance Z = 246.0226 cm from the nominal
vertex, is used.

The event selection that we will be using, described in Chapter 6, has been carefully studied to
reduce the impact of radiative events. As a result the event sample is strongly dominated by two
cluster configurations, with almost full energy back-to-back scattered e+ and e~. For such selection
the relation (5.3) is well approximated. The polar scattering angle 6 is measured from the radial
position R of the scattered e+ and e~ at reference planes located within the SiW luminometers, at a
distance z from the interaction point:

6 = arctan(Rj z) (5.4)

With the acceptance cuts specified in Section 6 and the average centre-of-mass energy yfs = 91.2208
GeV, the reference t range is: tr = -1.81 GeV2, i2 = -6.07 GeV2.

We use the BHLUMI [50] Monte Carlo generator for small angle Bhabha scattering. It is a mul-
tiphoton exponentiated generator accurate up to the leading logarithmic C(a2) terms. Higher order
photonic contributions are partially included by virtue of the exponentiation. The generated events
contain always the scattered electron and positron plus an arbitrary number of (non-collinear) pho-
tons. Small contributions from s-channel photon exchange and Z interference are also included. Cor-
rections due to vacuum polarization are implemented with a few choices for the parameterization of
the hadronic term [23,51]. We used the option to generate weighted events, such that we could access
all the available intermediate weights which compose the final complete cross section event by event.
In particular we could also modify the parameterization of the vacuum polarization or set a(t) = ÜQ
to assume a fixed coupling ao.

We will compare the radial distribution of the data (and hence the t-spectrum) with the predictions
of the BHLUMI Monte Carlo, to determine the running of a within the acceptance region. The running
of a is estimated by comparing Monte Carlo and data radial distributions with a x2 fit. This fit has two
free parameters, the normalisation of the Monte Carlo radial distribution and a parameter B which
describes the slope of the hadronic part of the vacuum polarisation in the Monte Carlo. The hadronic
contribution to the vacuum polarization is included in the Monte Carlo with the parameterization
from Burkhardt [51] of the form :

In (1 + C \t\) (5.5)
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Chapter 5: Analysis Method

This simple parametrisation is used in many computer programs and is valid for s instead of t. The
coefficients A, B and C have different values in intervals of |i| which depend on the detailed method of
extraction of the parameterization. The parameters A and C influence the height of the curve, while
the parameter B defines the slope. A and C have been fixed to their values at the average \t\ of our
data sample, which is A = 0.0 and C = 3.927. B is left as a free parameter. The leptonic contribution
to the vacuum polarization Aaiep was kept at the calculated value. To vary the hadronic contribution
of the vacuum polarisation 50 different weights are calculated corresponding to 50 different slope
parameters B of the parametrisation given in equation 5.5. These weights are then used in BHLUMI
to reweight the four vectors. In figure 5.2 the default Aa (hadronic and leptonic) is shown as a function
of —t (full line). The other curves belong to variations of the slope parameter B. The variation of the
slope parameter is starting at the inner boundary of the LEP 1 i-region. The B values are chosen in

0.03

B=0.00438
B=0.00338
B=0.00238
B=0.00138
B=0.00038

-t (GeV )

Figure 5.2: The full line shows Aahad + iep as a function of — t, given by the parametrisation of H.
Burkhardt [51]. The other curves correspond to different hadronic runnings, starting with different slopes at the
inner boundary of the LEP -I t-region, whereby the leptonic running is kept at the default value.

equidistant steps around the default value B = 0.00238 and a steeper and a flatter behaviour of the
hadronic running, as given by the default value, is simulated. The BHLUMI four vectors belonging
to the 50 different hadronic weights are used as input for a detector simulation, as explained in
Chapter 9, which produces 50 corresponding radial distributions. These test radial distributions are
then compared to the data radial distribution with a %2 fit.

This results in a %2 versus slope parameter distribution, which can be fitted with a parabola curve,
see figure 5.3. A variation in the coupling can be expressed by:

where t\ and £2 correspond to the acceptance limits and ^(Aaxxx) = Aaxxx(£2) — Aaxxx(ii), where
xxx = had, lep. The variation in the hadronic part of the vacuum polarisation, in the interval from ti
to t2i is given by the slope parameter Sm;n, which corresponds to the minimum of the parabola curve:

= -Bmin In (5.7)

The error is given by the corresponding slope parameter change in the parabola curve to a
variation of one. In this approach the slope parameter B is dimensionless and the slope is nearly
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Figure 5.3: Result of the x2 fits of the data radial distribution to the 50 Monte Carlo radial distributions.

invariant for the small energy variations around the Z° peak energy. We use this method to estimate
our results. Another useful methode to determine the running of the coupling constant, which we use
for systematic checks is given in the Appendix B.
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Chapter 6

Selection Cuts

In this Chapter the final Bhabha event selection cuts are presented. This would logically follow the
Chapter on event measurement and reconstruction, but by introducing the event selection now we
simplify the discussion in the following a lot.

6.1 Event Selection and Background Suppression

The event selection criteria can be classified into isolation cuts, which isolate a sample of pure Bhabha
scattering events from the off-momentum background, and acceptance defining, or definition cuts. The
isolation cuts are used to define a fiducial set of events which lie within the good acceptance of both
calorimeters and are essentially background free. The definition cuts then select subsets of events from
within the fiducial sample. Showers generated by incident electrons and photons are recognized as
clusters in the calorimeters and their energies and coordinates are determined as we will explain in
Chapter 7. The fine segmentation of the detectors allows incident electrons with separations greater
than 1 cm to be individually reconstructed with good efficiency. All radial coordinate measurements
are projected to reference planes at a distance of Z = ±246.0225 cm from the nominal intersection
point. These reference planes correspond to the nominal position of the silicon layers 7 XQ deep in
the two calorimeters. The isolation cuts consist of the following requirements, imposed on (-RR,0R)

and (-RL,</>L)I the radial and azimuthal coordinates of the highest energy cluster associated with the
Bhabha event, in each of the right and left calorimeters, and on E-& and Ei^ the total fiducial energy
deposited by the Bhabha event in each of the two calorimeters, explicitly including any detected energy
of radiated photons:

• Loose radial cut, Right (Left)

• Acoplanarity cut

• Acollinearity cut

• Minimum energy cut, Right (Left)

• Average energy cut

Note that by defining the energy cuts relative to the beam energy, -Bbeami the selection efficiency is
largely independent of ^/s. The acollinearity cut (which corresponds to approximately 10.4 mrad) is
introduced in order to ensure that the acceptance for single radiative events is effectively determined
geometrically and not by the explicit energy cuts. The acollinearity distribution is shown in Figure 6.1.
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6.1 Event Selection and Background Suppression Chapter 6: Selection Cuts

.The isolation cuts accept events in which the radial coordinate, on both the Right and the Left side,

.! OPAL

-4 -2 2 4 6
Radius difference (cm)

Figure 6.1: The distribution of RR — RL after all selection cuts, except for the acollinearity cut. Data are
shown as the points and Monte Carlo as the solid histogram. The background from accidental coincidences of
off-momentum beam particles has been subtracted from the data for this comparison. The cut is indicated by
the two vertical arrows.

is more than two pad widths (0.5 cm) away from the edge of the sensitive area of the detector.
The definition cuts, based solely on the reconstructed radial positions (ÜR, JRL) of the two highest

energy clusters, then require the radial position on either side to be at least two extra pads further
towards the inside of the acceptance. For the correction procedure explained in Section 7.6 we refer to
one specific silicon layer, which can be varied with some freedom. The Right and Left definition cuts
are chosen so as to correspond closely to radial pad boundaries in the same detector layer. When the
chosen layer is the reference layer at 7 XQ, the definition cuts are:

• Right side

• Left side

7.2 cm < RK < 13.2 cm

7.2 cm < RL < 13.2 cm

Expressed in terms of polar angles, these cuts correspond to 29.257 and 53.602 mrad. When alternative
layers are chosen the acceptance cuts and all the radial bin boundaries, appropriate to that layer, are
projected to the layer at 7 XQ. For example when using the layer at 4 XQ, then i?min = 7.2584 cm and
Rmax = 13.3071 cm.

The primary source of background to the Bhabha event sample is from off-momentum electrons
and positrons generated by beam-gas scattering in the straight RF cavity sections on either side of
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the experiment which are deflected by the mini-beta quadrupoles into the luminosity detector. This
background from off-momentum particles affects the running of a measurement in two ways :

• Accidental coincidences between background clusters in the Right and Left calorimeters can
produce events which will pass the Bhabha selection cuts.

• Overlap of an off-momentum electron and a true Bhabha event, striking the detector in coin-
cidence, can cause Bhabha events which would have otherwise failed the selection cuts to pass
them. Or it can cause Bhabha events which would have otherwise passed the selection cuts to
fail them.

The rate of accidental coincidences between background in the Left and Right calorimeters is of order
5 x 10~5 per beam crossing. This rate is comparable to the rate expected for true Bhabha events.
Fortunately the background events are primarily at low energy and can be isolated from Bhabha
events, with the given selection cuts, see Figure 7.20. This background was studied using delayed
coincidence triggers. Because the trigger signals from every beam crossing are recorded, it is possible
to form a trigger which requires a coincidence when one side is delayed by one full revolution of LEP
with respect to the other. The calorimeter which exceeds the trigger threshold in the current beam
crossing is called the in-time side. The opposite calorimeter is referred as the out-of-time side. Figure 6.2
shows the total energy spectrum with all isolation cuts applied, except that on the total energy. The
out-of-time background events above the cut on the total energy (-ErR + £;L)/(2£?beam) > 0.75 are used
to determine the background in the selected data sample. The background fractions were between 0.1
and 0.6 x 10~4 depending on the data set [45]. The overlap background have been measured and have
been incorporated into the detector simulation as described in Chapter 9. The effect of the background
on the running of a measurement is discussed in Section 11.8.

The radial distributions after the isolation cuts are shown in Figure 6.3 for the complete LEP 1
statistics and compared to Monte Carlo distributions normalized to the same number of events. The
agreement is good except in the central part, where effects of the preshowering material are expected.
There is more upstream material on the Left side than on the Right side which is visible in the plotted
ratio. The correction of the radial distribution is described in the following Sections.

The acceptance specified by the definition cuts is 0.5 cm (corresponding to two radial pad widths)
wider than what has been used to define the OPAL luminosity [45]. In this way we extend the lever
arm for observation of the running. The compatibility of the added data is quite good as can be seen
from Fig. 6.3, where each point corresponds to one pad width1.

xThe agreement has been quantified by determining the x2 increase obtained when the fit in the former default
acceptance is extended by 2 or 3 pads at both the inner and outer radius. The Ax2 is fully consistent with pure
statistical fluctuations corresponding to the added degrees of freedom.
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Figure 6.2: The low energy tail of the total energy spectrum normalized to the number of accepted luminosity
events for the 1994 data (histogram). The points with errors show the background spectrum derived from the
delayed-coincidence triggers. The arrow indicates the position of the selection cut made on the average energy.
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Chapter 7

The Reconstruction of Bhabha Events

The reconstruction of the Bhabha event coordinates is the most important element for this analysis.
The reconstruction procedure is quite complex. The luminosity analysis [45] concentrated itself on the
inner and outer edge of the acceptance. For the measurement of the running of a it is most important to
determine the shape of the bhabha radial distribution, so it is necessary to obtain a reliable coordinate
over the full radial range of the detector. Minimising systematic uncertainties in the reconstructed
radial coordinate, and particularly the minimisation of any variation in the uncertainty from bin to
bin is the key to the measurement. The most harmful effects, which could mimic a running of a(t),
are biases in the radial coordinate. Most simply one could determine the slope with only two bins, see
Equation B.4. In such a conservative model the running is equivalent to a bias in the central division of
70 microns. Biases on the inner or outer radial cut have less importance and could mimic the running
for respectively 90 or 210 microns, see Figure 7.1. We will discuss the parts of the reconstruction
process in detail, which are necessary for the understanding of this analysis, more details can be found
in [45].

1 90 microns

70 microns

210 microns

7.2 10.2 13.2 Radius (cm)
Figure 7.1: Ballpark for radial biases which would mimic a running of a, as large as the expected running.

7.1 Overview of the Reconstruction Process

The lateral profile of electromagnetic showers in the dense medium of the SiW calorimeters is char-
acterized by a sharp central peak and broad tails, as shown in Figure 7.2. The first step in the
reconstruction is a peak-finding algorithm which is used to find the shower cores. Near the longitu-
dinal shower maximum these shower cores are typically sharply peaked transversely with a FWHM
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Figure 7.2: Average radial shower profiles at 4 Xo a) and b), 6 Xo c) and d), and 8 Xo e) and f). The fit shows
the parameterization of the electromagnetic showers given in reference [49]. The Left plot shows the data on a
linear scale, the right plot on a logarithmic scale.
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of less than a single radial pad width (0.25 cm). The tail of the energy distribution extends laterally
to almost 10 pad widths (2.5 cm). This diffuse energy is associated with the shower cores to form
clusters. In the next step radial and azimuthal coordinates are assigned to all resolvable clusters and
we corrected their energies for showering losses in the dead material in front of the detector. Then
the clusters belonging to a candidate Bhabha event are selected by a kinematic selection algorithm.
This algorithm differentiates between showers from radiative Bhabha processes and those due to back-
ground from the LEP machine by exploiting the transverse momentum balance intrinsic in the set of
clusters belonging to a true Bhabha event. When the candidate Bhabha clusters are identified, the
most energetic cluster found on each side of the detector is used to define the event coordinates, while
the energy sum of all selected clusters on each side is used in making the cuts on the minimum and
average energies required for fiducial Bhabha selection. By cutting on the total energy, rather than
the energy of the most energetic cluster, the sensitivity of the measurement to treatment of final state
radiation in the BHLUMI Monte Carlo and in the detector simulation is greatly reduced. In the next
Section the focus is on the reconstruction of the radial coordinate.

7.2 Overview of the Radial Reconstruction

biased single
layer
coordinates
layer: 2 - 10

single layer
coordinates
layer: 2-10

labeled: Rp

biased
averaged
coordinate
layer:7
labeled: Ra

robust and
smooth
coordinate
layer:7
labeled: R§

*-

final
anchored
coordinate
layer:7
labeled: R

Figure 7.3: Overview of the radial reconstruction.

The reconstruction of the radial coordinate is done in several steps, see Figure 7.3. In the first
step a radial coordinate is reconstructed in each of the layers 2 to 10 of the calorimeter. These
coordinates are not bias free, which is caused by assumptions on the pad geometry, made during the
reconstruction. This bias is called pad boundary bias and the correction for it is done in the last step of
the reconstruction in a procedure called anchoring. The single layer coordinates have to be individually
"linearized". The linearized coordinates are than projected onto the layer at 7 Xo and are averaged
to a coordinate Ra. This averaged raw coordinate is again not bias free and has to be "smoothed",
to compensate for non-uniformities in the resolution across the pad structure of the detector. At this
point the coordinate is reliable and very close to perfect. In the last step the coordinate is "anchored"
which means that the remaining residual bias in the smoothed coordinate is quantified and the final
connection between the detector geometry and the coordinate is established.

The basic idea of the anchoring is to use two complementary strategies, during the reconstruction,
to determine the radius of showering particles incident on the luminometer. The first is to utilize the
information from the large number of pads throughout the depth of the detector which record signals
from the shower to form a single, continuous, shower coordinate. The second is to utilize the inherent
pad structure in each layer of the detector to make sure that the axis of the shower passes through
the pad with the maximum signal in that layer. By doing this, any violation of the basic symmetry
constraints of the measurement, which may have been introduced in the process of constructing the
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average shower coordinate, is then limited by comparing, in the ensemble, the average coordinate
with the maximum pad observed in a large number of layers. The first strategy has the advantage
of providing a continuous measurement of maximum resolution in radius. It also offers maximum
immunity to any large deviations due to an anomaly in a single pad signal (pad gain variations, cross
talk between pads). The second has the advantage of maintaining a transparent relation with the
basic symmetry conditions of the detector. We refer to the first, robust method as using uncorrected
coordinates. When the information from the pad receiving the maximum signal in any particular layer
is applied, we refer to the coordinate as being corrected or anchored. All this will be explained in detail
in the next Sections, starting with the question of determining a radial shower coordinate from the
pad signals in the individual layers of the detector.

i

7.3 Radial Coordinate in each Layer

3 silicon pads

pad

pad
boundary

D = 0 D = l

Figure 7.4: Single layer reconstruction with pad triplets.

The basis for the radial coordinate reconstruction is the approximation that the pad boundaries
and the pad centers are symmetry points of the detector. If a shower deposits an equal amount of
energy in the pads above and below a certain pad boundary the reconstructed coordinate has to be at
the pad boundary and if the shower deposits more energy above the boundary the reconstructed radius
has to be larger. Therefore the pad boundaries are symmetry points of the coordinate reconstruction.
The pad center is also a symmetry point since a shower which deposites an equal amount of energy in
the pads below and above a given pad has to be reconstructed at the pad center of the pad in-between.
In Figure 7.4 two pad triplet configurations are shown, one with a electromagnetic shower hitting the
pad center and the other one with an electromagnetic shower going through a pad boundary. In each
layer, using the triplet of pads centered around the pad with the maximum energy deposition, the
following intermediate coordinate D in units of half a pad width is calculated:

D =
— E3

2 • E2 ~ Ei —
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where Ei is the energy in the central pad of the triplet and E\ and E% are the energies in the adjacent
pads. With the above defined symmetry conditions the function D takes the value of 0 for a shower
hitting the center of the triplet of pads (in which case E\ = E$), and ±1 for showers hitting the outer
or inner boundaries of the central pad (in which case E\ = Ei or E3 = E2).

These symmetry properties of the function D would be perfect in a detector with Cartesian pad
geometry. How much this symmetry is altered by the r — <p configuration of the pads, depends on the
scale of the lateral shower spread in the calorimeter compared to the radius of curvature of the pads,
as well as on the pad size. This bias is called pad boundary bias, see Figure 7.5. This bias is ignored

center of pad B

Figure 7.5: The pad boundary bias. 50% of the shower energy is deposited in pad A and the other 50% are
deposited in pad B, but due to the non-cartesian geometry of the pads, the shower center is located below the
pad boundary. To make the shift in the coordinate visible in this illustration we have exaggerated the deviation
of the pad geometry from the cartesian geometry a lot.

in the process of shower coordinate reconstruction, which preserves these symmetries explicitly. In
Section 7.6, a discussion how to quantify the pad boundary bias using test, beam measurements, is
given1

In the region between the symmetry points, i.e. between the pad boundaries and pad centers, the
1 One of the reasons why the r — (j> geometry of the pads is not implemented in the reconstruction at an early stage

is that the curvature of the pad boundaries is given by a higher order polynom which is an approximation to a circle on
the sub-micron level. Such the radius of curvature of the boundary is not perfectly constant over <j> in a single pad, and
regarding this effect would complicate the reconstruction a lot.
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variable D is not a linear function of the true position of the incoming electron. The deviation from
the true position is up to 20% of the pad width, or 500 (j,m. This nonlinearity is parameterized using
the following invertible functional form

where Rp £ [ ~ ^ , + ^ ] is called linearized coordinate relative to the pad center, wp = 0.25 cm is
the pad width, the quantity ß controls the nonlinearity of the transformation, and D\ can be fixed
to a constant [D\ = 1.1). The values of Do and A are set by transferring the symmetry conditions
of D (see discussion of Equation 7.1) to Rp during the optimization of ß. Although not formally
obvious, Rp is constrained to be a function with odd symmetry about the pad center. At a depth
of 6 Xo, the parameters, which are determined from a fit to the data, take on the values: ß =
0.544, DQ = 0.372, A = 0.392. In Figure 7.6 Rp is shown as a function of D as parameterised according
to Equation 7.2 for shower widths characteristic of calorimeter layers near the depth of maximum
longitudinal shower development. The nonlinearity depends sensitively (±100/im) on the scale of the
lateral shower spread in the calorimeter compared to the size of the pads, ß has been optimized
as a function of the locally observed individual shower width while explicitly preserving the desired
symmetries of the reconstruction function about the pad edges and centers, using data taken both
during normal running at LEP and in the test beam2. The result is a unique expression for Rp in
terms of the charges observed in the pad triplet. Due to its explicit dependence on the apparent shower
width, the same functional form is valid, independent of the layer.

The resolution of the radial coordinate in a single layer varies very strongly across a single pad.
Near the longitudinal shower maximum, it is about 300 /j,m at the pad boundary, and 750 fim at the
pad center. This complicates the precise definition of the residual bias in Rp, since events falling in
regions of poor resolution are more likely to be measured as falling in regions of good resolution than
vice versa. Due to the linearization the coordinate Rp has a much more linear relation to the true
coordinate than the pad triplet quantity, D.

Precisely speaking, it is linearized in a way that the parameters of Equation 7.2 have been chosen
to minimize the integral bias throughout the pad

Biasint(i?P) = v ^ ^ L - (J2p + ^ ) (7.3)
•Wtot 2,

where N(RP) is the number of events falling within the pad, but below Rp, in a clean sample of Bhabha
events, and Ntot is the total number of events within the pad. In this optimization the expected 1/R3

fall-off in the Bhabha intensity has been ignored and a flat distribution of events over the pad has been
assumed. The odd symmetry of the linearisation function 7.2 about the pad center ensures that no
events cross from one half of the pad to the other, and prevents this simplification (flat distribution)
from introducing a significant bias in the optimization.

7.4 Average Radial Coordinate

The linearized coordinate Rp is then calculated in the layers 2 XQ to 10 XQ and projected to
the reference layer at 7 XQ assuming the nominal beam spot position3. These coordinates are then

2The test beam run with a SiW-prototype detector was carried out in 1992. The SiW detector was identical to the
one installed in OPAL with the exception that only the layers after 4, 6 and 8 Xo were equipped with silicon detectors.
The test beam also contained a scintillator trigger system, delay wire chambers, and microstrip detectors to measure the
trajectory of the incoming particles.

3The range of 9 layers used is shifted by up to ±2 layers in the case of exceptionally early or late shower development.
(The first layer of the detector is an active silicon layer, called layer 0 Xo •
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Figure 7.6: The linearized position variable, Rp, in millimeters as a function of D, in units of half pad widths.
This is shown for characteristic shower depths of 4 (solid line), 6 (dashed line) and 8 XQ (dotted line). The
center of the pad is at 0, and the boundaries at ±1.25 mm.
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averaged to a combined coordinate R&. Only layers with "good coordinates", are used but are not
otherwise weighted in the average. "Good coordinates" are defined as coming from pad triplets with

• sensible observed shower width (characteristic of shower depths from 1 to 13 XQ)

• an energy sum exceeding a minimal threshold (^triplet > 200 MeV )

• a useful estimated resolution (<jr < 2.5 mm)

The mean number of layers used in the average is 6.2 with an RMS of 1.5 for a 45 GeV shower within
the acceptance of the detector. The mean layer used in the average is 6.4 with an RMS of 0.7 on the
Right, and 6.1 with an RMS of 0.7 on the Left. A typical i?a distribution is shown in Figure 7.8. For
this plot, the normal isolation cuts are imposed, except for the cuts on the radial coordinate in either
calorimeter. This averaged radial coordinate is no longer integral bias free, resulting in the structure
visible in Figure 7.8. This structure corresponds to a residual nonlinear bias of up to 50/im with a
periodicity of 2.5 mm, given by the radial pad pitch. The structure is due to the different resolutions of
the layers which are combined. The shower center in these layers is at different positions in radius and
the resolution is higher at the pad boundary than at the pad center. So by averaging Rp over many
layers the resolution has been improved but the original balance of "resolution flow" and inherent bias
of Rp in each layer has been destroyed, as explained in the following.

Resolution flow or "bin to bin migration due to resolution" occurs when a cut is made on a
quantity which is measured with finite resolution and has a steeply falling distribution. Consider two
bins and a cut between them, like in Figure 7.7. The finite resolution and the fact that there are more
events on one side of the cut than on the other side causes, that the number of events, which have
changed the bin due to resolution, are different for the two bins. This will bias the number of events
in the bins. The acceptance change due to resolution flow can be expressed as [45]:

T = d̂ T (7-4)

where f(x) is the intensity of events normalized to unity over the considered acceptance A, and ox is
the resolution in the variable x upon which the cut is imposed. Evaluating this expression for a single
bin of the R~~% Bhabha distribution we find

6A.
A

for radial resolutions of <7Rin and <7R0ut at the inner and outer bin boundaries Rjn and i?Out-
The symmetry of the coordinate about the pad boundary has also been influenced to some extent

by the averaging over layers, but we can expect it to be best preserved at (and around) layer 7, the
reference layer.

In the next Section we will turn our attention to the problem of re-establishing a condition of
minimum integral bias in the layer-averaged coordinate.

7.5 The Smoothing

The underlying distribution of the Bhabha events of Figure 7.8 is smooth and varies approximately
as -gg-. The next step in the radial reconstruction is to re-achieve the smoothness of the averaged
coordinate. Most important for measurement of the running a(t) is that the smoothing• algorithm
imposes the constraint that no coordinate is allowed to cross the radius of a pad boundary in the
reference layer at 7 .Xo- Otherwise the slope change of the radial distribution, due to the running of
a(t), could have been affected and a measurement of the running would be much less precise.
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>

Radius
Figure 7.7: Resolution flow occurs when a cut is made on a quantity which is measured with finite resolution
and has a steeply falling distribution.

The bias V from Figure 7.8 has been found to depend on the beam geometry and the preshowering
material in front of the detector. Since the beam geometry and the preshowering material both change
from time to time a direct measurement of this bias in the test beam and elimination by subtraction
-Rtrue = Ra — V{Ra) is not optimal.

A better estimate of V has been achieved empirically under LEP conditions, by studying the
structure in the observed Ra distribution, and extracting a smoothing offset, S « — V, such that
-Rsmooth = Ra+S(Ra)- In Figure 7.9 S{Ra) is plotted. The distribution of i?smooth is required to have
minimal structure with respect to the 2.5 mm radial structure of the silicon pads of the detector and
it has also been required that the smoothing offsets causes no event to cross any pad boundary in the
reference layer at 7Xo. This condition is assured when S(Ra) = 0 at the pad boundaries.

The .Rsmooth distribution has been parametrised in the following way:
dN

imooth

— o R - 3
~~ " ^ s m o o t h

• cos (a/2) - —— cos (a) (7.6)

o -
a = 2n

hvr (7.7)

where -Rpad
 = Ra ~ Ri> covering the range [—1.25, +1.25]mm, is the radial coordinate with respect to

Ri, the center of the pad (i) in which Ra lies, wpa<i = 2.5mm is the pad width, and lUbin = 25/̂ m is the
radial histogram bin width. The power-law constants a;, d\, and Si are determined as follows, where
i = [1,32] runs over all the radial pad rows.

The constants Oj are fixed by the constraint that the smoothing should not alter the number of
events in any pad, giving

2Ni

{Ri - ™pad/2) *-(Ri + Wpad/2)
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Figure 7.8: The distribution of the raw radial coordinate Ra, averaged over layers, for the 94b data set. The
visible structure is due to the different resolutions of the layers which are combined in the average. The shower
center in these layers is at different positions in R, and the resolution is higher at the pad boundary than at the
pad center.
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Figure 7.9: The bin-by-bin smoothing offset, S(Ra), determined by the smoothing condition. The quasiperiodic
structure at the 2.5 mm period determined by the pad width has a maximum amplitude of ss 50/um. The Bhabha
isolation cuts have been applied, except for those involving the radial coordinate in either calorimeter.

where N{ is the number of events in the sample to be smoothed which fall within pad i according to
the raw radial coordinate, Ra.

For a radial distribution which follows a R~3 curve perfectly, the ai terms determined above will
be continuous at the pad boundaries. For a radial distribution where this is not the case the sinusoidal
terms in Equation 7.6 allow continuity to be restored while imposing minimal structure on the shape
of the smoothed radial distribution. The discontinuities bi of the <2j terms at the pad boundaries are

~ Wpad/2) 3 - ° i - l * '"'bin • {Ri-1 + Wpad/2)
- 3 (7.9)

No events are caused to cross pad boundaries by the sinusoidal terms in Equation 7.6 since the
sinusoidal terms have zero integral over each pad by construction. Their coefficients di and Si have
been determined by the condition that the final distribution (right-hand side of Equation 7.6) pass
through the mid-points of the discontinuities, bi, at each bin boundary.

The coefficients of the half-cycle sinusoids, Sj, are modifying the slope since they tend to move
events in a single direction across the width of a pad. They compensate for any long-range (over
a single pad) deviation from the assumed R~3 dependence in the radial event distribution. Such a
deviation would cause the fy's to remain of like sign from pad to. pad.

The coefficients of the full-cycle sinusoids, di, tend to move events from both edges of the pad
toward the center, or vice versa. They are active for pads having locally either more or fewer events
than could be extrapolated from their two nearest neighbors, leading to frj's which change sign from
pad to pad.

The di and Si coefficients are determined from the bj's as follows:

(7.10)

Si = --(bi+i + bi) (7.11)

Figure 7.10 shows the observed distribution of the raw radial coordinate, Ra, and the target function
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Figure 7.10: The observed distribution of the raw radial coordinate, Ra, and the target function for dN/dRs
in the region near the inner acceptance boundary. The vertical lines indicate the position of the pad boundaries
in the reference layer of the calorimeter. The departure of the pad-by-pad Ra distribution from R~3 causes
the steps between the virtually straight power-law segments (dashed lines) given by the Oj. The final target
function is indicated by the solid curve. The inset shows how the final target function passes smoothly through
the mid-points of the power-law discontinuities at the pad boundaries.
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for dN/dRsmooth as determined by Equation 7.6 in the region near the inner acceptance boundary.
The steps between the virtually straight power-law segments given by the aj is due to the departure

of the Ra distribution from R~3. In-between the final target function passes smoothly through the
mid-points of the discontinuities at the bin boundaries.

At this point the shape of the radial distribution has been modified in a way wich minimizes the
structure in the radial distribution within a pad while guaranteeing continuity at the pad boundaries.
At the same time it has been ensured that no event is allowed to cross a pad boundary at the reference
layer at 7 XQ. The next step is to generate the smoothing'offset of Equation -Rsmooth = Ra + S(Ra),
which when added to Ra, will produce the desired shape of the smoothed radial distribution.
The offset function S(Ra) has been determined by the condition

/

R dN i CR dN
— {Ra + S(Ra)) dRa = / -z= dflsmooth (7-12)
alta J "-"-smooth

where dN/dRsmooih is given by the right-hand side of Equation 7.6. The smoothing offsets which
have been found bin-by-bin from the Ra distribution are shown in Figure 7.9. The offsets exhibit a
quasiperiodic variation following the pad pitch, with a maximum amplitude of 50/im and an rms of
~ 20/izin. Then S(Ra) has been parametrized with a Fourier decomposition which represents Figure 7.9
nearly everywhere within 1/j.m, giving

j-siniJ-a). (7.13)

The restriction to sine terms in the Fourier series guarantees S{Ra) is zero at the pad boundaries, and
hence that the smoothing will not change the pad of any cluster.

The smoothing has been performed for each data sample described in Chapter 8 with an inde-
pendent smoothing transformation. In this way any subtle influence of beam spot motion on the
reconstructed radial coordinate has been tracked.

In Figure 7.11 the distribution of the smoothed radial coordinates near the inner cut boundary
for the same data sample as the raw radial distributions in 7.9 and 7.10 is shown. No structure is
apparent beyond statistical fluctuations. Since the smoothing has been constrained to make no change
in the measured coordinates at the pad boundaries, a radial distribution, binned in a way that one bin
correponds to one pad, is insensitive to radical alterations, let alone any residual imperfections, in the
smoothing. At this point of the reconstruction process we have a robust and precisely reconstructed
radial coordinate at hand. Before we start to extract from the radial distribution the running of the
coupling constant a(t) there is one last step in the reconstruction which improves our radial coordinate:
the anchoring.

7.6 The Anchoring

The smoothed radial distribution shown in Figure 7.11 obeyes the underlying distribution of events,
but there might still be an imperfection in the coordinate. This Section describes the method which
has been used to measure any remaining imperfection in the smoothed radial coordinate of the recon-
structed electromagnetic showers.

While using the pad triplet reconstruction methode for the radial coordinate the assumption has
been made that the pad area is equal for all pads. Actually due to the r — <f> geometry of the pads the
pad area increases by about 3% per pad at the inner edge of the acceptance, see Figure 4.8. During
the reconstruction process the condition has been abided that a shower which deposits equal energies
on two adjacent pads in the reference layer at 7 XQ will on average be reconstructed exactly at the
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Figure 7.11: The distribution of the smoothed radial coordinate for the Right Side with 94b data and all
Bhabha isolation cuts applied except for any cut on the radial coordinate in either calorimeter. The vertical
lines indicate position of the pad boundaries in the reference layer of the calorimeter. No structure is apparent
beyond statistical fluctuations.
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boundary between the two pads. Since the pad area is not constant over radius, on average the true
shower center of electrons in the detector is placed some microns below the geometrical pad boundary
when the shower is reconstructed to lie exactly at the pad boundary. This pad boundary bias depends
sensitively on the shower width and, therefore, on fluctuations of the showers and the amount of
material in front of the detector. A Monte Carlo detector simulation would have to correctly account,
for the amount and geometrical distribution of material in front of the detector and the fluctuations
of the showers, in order to simulate the pad boundary bias correctly. One part of the material in front
of the detector are the cables of the microvertex detector. They have a rather undefinded geometrical
position which slightly changes from year to year. Furthermore, the modelling of the width of showers
and their fluctuations is a notorius problem for detector simulations. Therefore this bias has not been
simulated in a Monte Carlo, rather it has been measured experimentally in a test beam.

The test beam exists of a SiW calorimeter module of 3 azimuthal wedges fully equipped in depth,
and a four-plane, double-sided Si micro-strip telescope with a resolution of better than 3/̂ m. The
geometry of the calorimeter pads with respect to the telescope has been determined using a beam of
100 GeV muons which could be tracked through the individual pads of the calorimeter, since the SiW
electronics is sensitive to individual mips. The muon beam has been alternated with one of 45 GeV
electrons, and measurements have been made to determine the pad boundary bias.

The most obvious approach to correct for the pad boundary bias is to measure directly the bias in
the radial coordinate in the test beam by comparing the reconstructed coordinate with the micro-strip
telescope coordinate. But studies of the reconstructed coordinate have shown that the coordinate is
sensitive to the distribution and type of material in front of the calorimeter as well as to the incident
angle of the incoming particles, which changes continuously. Since it has not been possible to reproduce
exactly the material in front of the detector and the incidence angle of the incoming electrons in the
test beam a different approach has been used to determine the bias in the radial coordinate. This
approach is largely free of material and incidence-angle dependence.

This methode has been called anchoring. The anchoring uses the pad with the maximum energy
deposition in a given longitudinal layer (the pad-maximum) as the fundamental tool.

An image of the pad boundary is obtained from the test beam particles moving across a pad
boundary in a given layer. The average pad-maximum moves rapidly from one pad to the next, as
shown in Figure 7.12. The pad boundary image has been studied in the test beam data and in OPAL
data and the information from both are combined for the determination of the anchoring correction.
In the test beam measurements, the pad boundary bias is measured by an external beam telescope.
In the OPAL data, the apparent pad boundaries are then used to measure any additional bias in the
smoothed radial coordinate. We now describe the anchoring procedure in more detail.

The curve fitted to the test beam measurements of the pad boundary images in Figure 7.12 is
an error function (a Gaussian convoluted with a step function) whose width, w, is termed the pad
boundary transition width. The offset of the step function to the nominal pad boundary is called
-Roff- We define the point at which the error function crosses the 50% level as the apparent pad
boundary. Then the difference between the apparent pad boundaries for electrons and muons has
been taken4. This difference is called the pad boundary bias.

pad boundary bias = apparent pad boundary(e±) — apparent pad boundary(/u±)

The clou of the anchoring is that the pad boundary bias could be described as function of the pad
boundary transition width w, as shown in Figure 7.13. This connection has been tested at a great
number of pad boundaries at different layers with and without a small amount of additional dead
material of 0.84 XQ in front of the test beam module. The parameterization of the pad boundary bias
as a function of the transition width w has been determined from a linear fit to the test-beam data
with the bare calorimeter. An error of 2.0 ßm is assigned to the parameterization which covers other
possible parameterizations such as the power law form also shown in Figure 7.13. Data taken with

4 Contrary to electrons muons do not produce broad showers in the SiW detector.
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Figure 7.12: The pad boundary images for test beam electrons and muons at layer 7. Each image is formed
by plotting the probability that the pad with maximum signal lies above a given pad boundary as a function
of the incident particle trajectory. The measured pad boundary bias is the difference between the intersection
of the fitted curves for electrons and muons with the 0.5 probability level. The horizontal axis is in micro-strip
coordinates only nominally centered on the pad boundary, which causes the 0.5 probability level for muons not
to lie exactly at the origin. This is no problem since the pad boundary bias is defined as the difference between
the two intersection points for electrons and muons.
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a small amount of additional material in front of the calorimeter has been found to be adequately
described by the parameterization determined from the bare calorimeter. Unfortunately a test beam
measurement with 2.0-2.5 XQ of preshowering material in front of the test beam, which is the amount
of material in the middle of the detector, has never been done since the luminosity measurement was
focused on the edge of the acceptance and did use the anchoring procedure only at the most inner
and outer bin boundary. Therefore the anchoring has to be checked thoroughly in OPAL data before
trusting its results throughout the whole radial region of the detector. This important aspect of the
analysis is described in Section 7.6.1.
In OPAL running we are missing a micro-strip telescope to determine the electron trajectories for
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Figure 7.13: The pad boundary bias as a function of the measured pad boundary transition width (w). The
data points correspond to measurements at different depths in the calorimeter. The solid circles show the bias
for the bare calorimeter (0 Xo) and the open boxes the calorimeter behind additional dead material (0.84 Xo).
The line has been fitted to the 0 Xo data. The dotted lines show the error assigned to the parameterization.
The dash-dotted lines shows an alternative two parameter fit of the form axb.

the pad boundary image and hence w. But one can measure a pad boundary image in terms of the
smoothed radial coordinate and from this one can extract an apparent width to a .The apparent pad
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boundary transition width oa = wajy/2 measures the resolution at the pad boundary. The crucial
point is that since both w and wa can be measured in the test beam, the test beam measurements
can be used to estimate w from the measured value of wa as shown in Figure 7.14. The error bars
shown on the points for w indicate the uncertainty in the conversion from wa to w. This uncertainty
is estimated from the difference between the test beam data with no additional material and with
0.84 XQ of material in front of the detector. At the reference layer (7 XQ) the wa to w conversion
contributes about 2 /im to the uncertainty in the net coordinate bias.
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Figure 7.14: Apparent and estimated true values of the pad-boundary transition width, w, at the boundary
between pad rows 6 and 7 (7.7 cm). The upper plot shows the Right Side, the lower plot the Left Side. The
errors on the estimated true width reflect the uncertainty in the conversion of wa to w.

To apply the anchoring method to the LEP data, events are selected by applying all the isolation
cuts. This eliminates background from the sample. The first step of the anchoring is to scan through
the pads in each layer to find the most energetic pad associated with the cluster, imax. The image of
the pad boundary is then formed by plotting the fraction of events (in a fixed layer5, here layer 4)

5At this point of the analysis we could choose any layer 2-10 for the anchoring. We will see later that there are some
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with a pad-maximum above a given boundary (i.e., imax > i) as a function of the radial calorimeter
coordinate -RsmOoth> ^ s n o w n m Figure 7.15 for three different radial positions. One can see that the
width is similar at the inner and the outer radius, while it is considerably greater at the central radius.
The offset i?off, which in OPAL data measures the shift of the observed pad boundary image from the
nominal position of the boundary, is found to be quite small at the inner edge while it increases to
10 - 20 microns at the central and the outer radius. Among other effects (metrology shifts, detector
malfunctions, resolution effects, and preshowering), the observed i?off is affected by fluctuations in the
individual pad gains. These effects have been checked directly on data, by studying i?off for each of
the 32 azimuthal divisions of the calorimeters. We assign the statistically expected shift in the mean
J?OfF caused by the azimuthal variations, (-Roff)ÄMs/V32, as systematic uncertainty in the anchors,
due to pad gain variations.

As for the test beam measurements, the pad boundary image is modeled with an error function

f(R;wa,RoS) = Ig(t;R,Wa)6{t- Roff)dt (7.14)

where R is the distance from the nominal pad boundary, g(t; R, wa) is a Gaussian of width wa and
mean R, and 6(t - i?off) is a step function with offset, ROH, from the nominal pad boundary.

Figure 7.15 shows that a Gaussian resolution does not perfectly describe the tails of the distribution.
To the extent that the pad boundary image maintains an odd symmetry about the apparent pad
boundary, its non-Gaussian behavior does not affect the determination of Ros, as can be seen from
the close agreement of the data points and the fitted curve near the pad boundary. The effect of
non-Gaussian resolution becomes more important deeper in the calorimeter as the showers broaden
and traces of asymmetry appear.

A model in which the apparent pad boundary is taken as the median of the observed resolution
function has been also considered. The difference between the two models is assigned as a systematic
error of the fit method, when it is larger than the fit statistical error, otherwise the latter is kept as
the estimated error.

The determination of the pad boundary bias in the test beam has been carried out at a radial posi-
tion close to the inner acceptance cut to provide optimal information for the luminosity determination.
In this analysis we have to know the pad boundary bias throughout the detector. This geometrical
bias due to the R — <p geometry of the pads is expected to scale as 1/R, thus decreasing at a greater
radius of pad curvature. Therefore we have scaled the pad boundary bias, which has been estimated
from the test beam results at the inner edge of the acceptance, but assign an additional systematic
error equal to 50% of the expected pad boundary bias to account for possible deviations from this
behaviour. Using the measured values of wa, the appropriate pad boundary bias measured in the test
beam can be added to Rog to find the net bias (anchor) in the smoothed coordinates for each of the
data samples. The total anchor is given by

5R = Roff + 5RR4> + 6RTes (7.15)

where RQQ is the coordinate offset which may have positive or negative sign, SRR^ is the pad boundary
bias, always positive, and 6Ries is the small (positive) bias due to the resolution flow.

The anchors determined from 1993-94 data for the layers at 4 XQ for all the pad boundaries used
in the analysis are shown in Fig. 7.16. Similar trends are visible on the two sides, in particular the
rise of the anchor from 5 - 1 0 jum at the inner edge to 20 - 25 /xm around R = 9 cm. The error bars
include in quadrature the systematic errors from the fit method, pad gain variations, and the assumed
1/R scaling and shower width dependence of the pad boundary bias. The inner error bars show the
statistical errors in the fit of the pad boundary images. The anchors determined from 1995 data have
similar features although with lower statistics.

strong arguments for the layers 3-5.
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Figure 7.15: Pad boundary images at LEP, obtained for the Si layer at a depth of 4 Ĵ o at three
different radial positions corresponding to the inner edge, the middle portion and the outer edge of
the acceptance. The solid curve shows the fitted function, whose parameters Rog and wa are given.
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The anchors have been determined separately for 1993-94 and 1995 data, because the amount of
preshowering material was different in the two sub-samples. A clear relation with the amount and
distribution of the material upstream of the calorimeters is visible from the apparent width aa as a
function of radius, as shown in Fig. 7.17. The noticeable difference between the Right and Left widths
in 1993-94 data is due to the presence of cables from the OPAL microvertex detector. For 1995 data
additional cables were installed in the Right Side, which restored an almost symmetrical situation.
In Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 a row corresponds to a pad boundary and in the columns the reference
radius in layer 7, i?off estimated with the fit method, Ro$ estimated with the median, method, the
anchors (total net bias), the total error on the anchors, the statistical error (pad boundary image fit
statistics), the error from pad gain variations (RMS of azimuthal variations of the anchor), the error
from the fit method (difference between fit and median method, when it is larger than the fit statistical
error, otherwise the latter is kept as error), error from ^-conversion (wa —> w) and the error from the
test-beam parametrisation, are given. The anchors are estimated in layer at 4 XQ with the data from
1993-94. The anchors from the 1995 data have similar features.

7.6.1 The Anchoring and Preshowering Material

At that time we have introduced the anchoring correction with the help of the pad boundary image
and presented the uncertainties of the anchors. In this Section we will study the reliability of the
anchoring behind the preshowering material in the middle of the detector. We will start by explaining
how the anchoring correction is used to correct the radial coordinate.

The anchoring correction is not included in the analysis by correcting the measured radial shower
coordinates, but rather by converting the anchors into an acceptance correction. We correct the Monte
Carlo radial distributions bin by bin, whereby each bin corresponds to a single silicon pad. Then the
acceptance of an individual radial bin with boundaries {Rin, -Rout) is affected by the net bias (anchor)
of the edges SR{n, öRout determined as in (7.15) according to the following formula, which gives the
fractional acceptance variation:

— = C;n SRin - Cout ÖRout (7-16)

The coefficients c\n and cout are derived by a simple analytical calculation assuming a I/o3 spectrum
for the angular distribution and are given by:

l
W

Ck = —7 - k = in, out (7.17)

The derivation of the above formulae can be found in the Appendix A. We apply this correction to the
radial distribution binned according to the nominal pad boundaries of the anchoring layer, projected
onto the reference layer 7Xo- The maximum anchoring corrections are 0.5% for the Right and 1.0%
for the Left Side in the 1993-94 data and correspondingly 0.8% and 0.7% in the 1995 data.

The strongest test for the presence of systematic error in the radial shower coordinate is to check
the consistency between the corrected (anchored) and uncorrected coordinates. As already mentioned,
the uncorrected coordinates are robust, and derived from the signals observed from a large number
of pads throughout the detector, while the corrected coordinates rely on observing equal signals, on
average, above and below an individual radial pad boundary in a particular detector layer. These
corrected coordinates provide reliable benchmarks throughout most of the detector, but are expected
to become fragile at very deep layers of the calorimeters, particularly in the region of the detector
obscured by significant preshowering material. Deep within the calorimeter the lateral shower profile is
broaden and accessorily beyond the shower maximum the energy in the shower becomes smaller. Both
these effects make determination of the pad boundary transition increasingly a subject to disturbance.
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Figure 7.16: The total net bias (anchor) as a function of radius for the Right (upper plot) and the
Left (bottom plot) radial coordinate determined on Si-layer after 4 XQ, for the combined 1993-94 data
sample. The full error bars show the total error, the inner bars the statistical component.
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ref. Radius
(cm)

7.20
7.45
7.70
7.95
8.20
8.45
8.70
8.95
9.20
9.45
9.70
9.95
10.20
10.45
10.70
10.95
11.20
11.45
11.70
11.95
12.20
12.45
12.70
12.95
13.20

(/im)

4.7
2.8
6.7
4.0
6.9
14.7
20.6
21.7
20.9
20.7
16.6
6.1
12.8
12.8
1.0
11.4
7.8
14.9
17.6
14.2
13.6
21.0
12.8
27.2
21.2

pmedian

(Mm)

4.5
2.9
6.3
3.6
6.9
14.1
20.2
21.4
20.8
20.3
16.2
6.1
11.5
11.3
-0.8
10.8
6.9
14.4
17.6
13.4
13.3
20.5
12.9
27.1
20.6

Anchor
(/im)

9.1
7.2
11.2
'8.3
11.1
19.0
25.0
26.4
25.5
25.2
21.5
11.6
18.5
17.8
5.7
15.7
11.9
18.2
20.8
17.3
16.7
23.9
15.7
30.1
24.0

^total
(/xm)

4.5
4.6
4.6
5.0
4.9
5.2
5.1
5.3
5.1
5.3
5.4
6.1
7.1
6.4
5.9
5.6
5.5
5.0
4.7
4.8
5.3
5.1
5.1
5.4
5.0

<?stat
(/im)

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4

°pad gain
(^m)
2.6
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.7
3.2
2.8
2.9
2.6
3.0
2.7
3.3
4.7
4.1
3.4
3.4
3.5
3.4
3.0
3.1
3.9
3.6
3.5
4.0
3.4

Cfit

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.6
1.7
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4

^conversion
(/xm)

2.9
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0
3.0
2.9
3.1
3.5
3.6
3.1
3.0
2.8
2.6
2.1
2.1
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.8

"test beam
(/xm)

2.0
2.0
2.0
3.0
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.1
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.5
3.2
3.1
3.0
2.9
2.6
2.6
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Table 7.1: Anchors and errors for the Right Side in the Si layer after 4 XQ. The data sample is 1993-94.
Each row of the Table corresponds to a pad boundary and in the columns the reference radius in layer
7, i?off estimated with the fit method, Roff estimated with the median method, the anchors (total net
bias), the total error on the anchors, the statistical error (pad boundary image fit statistics), the error
from pad gain variations (RMS of azimuthal variations of the anchor), the error from the fit method
(difference between fit and median method, when it is larger than the fit statistical error, otherwise
the latter is kept as error), error from w-conversion (wa ->• w) and the error from the test-beam
parametrisation, are given.
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ref. Radius
(cm)

7.20
7.45
7.70
7.95
8.20
8.45
8.70
8.95
9.20
9.45
9.70
9.95
10.20
10.45
10.70
10.95
11.20
11.45
11.70
11.95
12.20
12.45
12.70
12.95
13.20

*&
(/*m)

0.5
4.9
3.9
8.2
10.9
9.8
16.3
16.5
9.2
16.1
-0.7
-7.4
3.1
-1.0
-3.0
-2.8
-5.0
21.3
10.7
12.3
11.3
8.2
19.8
12.8
20.3

pmedian
-"-off

H
0.4
4.7
3.7
7.9
9.9
9.4
15.2
14.9
7.7
13.3
-2.9
-8.2
0.1
-3.5
-6.3
-5.5
-8.0
18.0
8.7
10.9
8.5
6.2
17.6
11.2
17.7

Anchor
(/wn)

5.0
9.4
8.6
13.0
15.7
14.9
21.9
22.8
15.5
22.4
6.1
0.4
10.9
5.8
3.6
3.5
0.9
26.0
15.1
16.5
15.4
12.0
23.5
16.5
23.9

Ctotal
(/im)

4.4
4.4
4.5
5.1
5.2
5.5
5.7
6.5
6.5
7.0
7.4
7.7
8.8
7.6
7.8
7.2
6.9
6.4
5.8
5.6
6.1
5.7
5.8
5.5
6.0

°stat
(jLtm)

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.2

.1.3
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.6

•̂ pad gain
(/im)

2.6
2.5
2.6
2.6
2.4
2.9
2.5
3.1
3.0
3.3
3.8
3.7
5.0
4.0
4.1
3.7
3.3
3.1
3.4
3.5
3.4
3.6
3.7
3.6
3.8

O"fit
(/xm)

0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
1.0
0.7
1.1
1.6
1.5
2.7
2.2
1.2
2.9
2.5
3.3
2.7
3.1
3.4
2.0
1.4
2.8
2.0
2.2
1.7
2.7

^conversion

(ßm)

2.9
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.1
3.3
3.6
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.3
4.8
4.8
4.3
4.2
3.9
3.7
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.3

°"test beam

(A*m)

2.0
2.0
2.0
3.1
3.1
3.2
3.4
3.7
3.8
3.8
4.0
4.4
4.4
4.0
3.9
3.7
3.5
3.1
3.0
2.9
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.7
2.7

Table 7.2: Anchors and errors for the Left side in the Si layer after 4Xo. The da t a sample is 1993-94.
See caption of Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.17: The apparent width cra as a function of radius determined from the anchoring procedure
for the Si Layer at 4 XQ for the four homogeneous data subsamples. The errors are statistical only.
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Behind preshowering material (in front of the detector) a shower can in the shallow layers frequently
develop a long, asymmetric tail which can lead to a significantly non-Gaussian error in the position
determined in a single layer. The influence of a small amount of preshowering material (0.84 -XQ) on
the pad boundary bias has been determined in the test beam, see Section 7.6 and it has been found
that under such conditions, and at reasonable depths, the pad boundary bias could be parameterized
as a function of the shower width alone. Behind larger amounts of preshowering material, the validity
of this simplification may break down, and we can expect that an additional explicit depth dependence
may become necessary to adequately describe the pad boundary bias at both very shallow and very
deep layers within the calorimeter.

For this reason we compared the corrected and uncorrected coordinates as a function of the an-
choring layer to investigate such effects. As expected, significant deviations are observed at both very
shallow and very deep layers, particularly on the Left Side in the 1993-94 data, where the preshowering
material was largest.

The uncorrected reconstructed radial coordinate can be studied by simultaneously varying the
value of the radial cut in data and in Monte Carlo. The Monte Carlo assumes the expected running of
a and that the radial coordinate is reconstructed without bias. Thus any differences in the acceptance
of the data and Monte Carlo as the radial cut is varied, beyond those expected from the finite statistics
and any departure from the expected running of a, can be attributed to residual structure in the radial
coordinate. Letting AA — A(R;R0Ui) — A(R\n; Rout) be the acceptance change obtained by moving
the inner radial cut to any given position R, and setting Alata(-Rin; -Rout) = AMC{R\U\ Rout) *° se*
integral normalization, we form the quantity:

_ /AA\ = Ad!lt!,{R; Ront) - AMc(R; Rout) , ? l g )

V -̂  /data V ^ /MC Aiata(-Rmj •Rout)

This relative acceptance, as a function of R is shown as a shaded band (the lower one) for the Right and
the Left Side selection in Fig. 7.18 for 1993-94 data. The width of the bands represents the binomial
errors with respect to the reference selection Rin = 7.20 cm < R < BOutl3.20 cm. Note that, by
construction, both ends of the relative acceptance band at R — 7.2 cm and R — 13.2 cm are required
to lie at zero.

The solid points show the anchoring results for all the relevant pad boundaries in layers between
1 XQ and 10 XQ. The radial bias corresponding to each anchor is converted into an acceptance variation
using the formula:

SA 2 i&flgut §R

where R[n = 7.20 cm, i?out = 13.20 cm and R is varied from R-m to .Rout- Since the normalization is
given by the total acceptance, the low R points have a greater weight in the plot, due to the 1/Ä3

dependence. Therefore any visible structure tends to be flattened at increasing radius. Any of the
anchors can be chosen to fix the absolute offset in the continuous radial coordinate, here we choose
the anchor at R = 7.20 cm in layer 7 Xo and this point correspondingly lies at zero.

Each group of nearby points, marked by either circles or triangles, refer to a given radial pad
boundary in different layers, that is at variable depth in the calorimeters. Since all the coordinates are
projected to the reference layer 7 Xo, the corresponding pad boundaries in adjacent layers differ by
about 200 /j,m at the inner radius and by about 350 jum at the outer radius after projection. The arrows
mark the position of a given pad boundary in layer 7 Xo, deeper layers have a lower R and shallower
layers a higher R. Note that in contrast to the acceptance bands also shown in this Figure, these
anchoring points are independent of the Monte Carlo, and do not depend on the assumed running of
a.

The essential point of Fig. 7.18 is that the anchor points derived from individual pad boundaries
should follow the relative acceptance band derived from the distribution of coordinates, since this
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shows that the two independent methods of determining shower positions in the calorimeter are in
agreement. It has also to be remembered that the choice of which anchor to use in fixing the global
offset of the radial coordinate is arbitrary. Almost all anchors are found to be consistent, even in
those regions where the relative acceptance band reveals the presence of residual structure in the
coordinate. However, clear discrepancies are apparent for the deepest layers considered (8 — 10 XQ), in
particular for the Left Side. This is most evident in the central region of acceptance, where the amount
of material between the detector and the interaction point is large and the test beam measurement of
the expected bias is evidently no longer applicable. The behavior of the anchors with depth indicates
that the onset of these problems is abrupt, and a large region of the detector remains well understood
for use in our analysis. Notice that in the obscured region of the detector the run-away of the anchors
occurs almost exactly one layer earlier, at layer 8 XQ on the Left Side of the detector, than it does
on the Right, indicating that the 0.5 XQ of additional preshowering material has an effect larger than
an equivalent amount of compact absorbing material in the detector. We have therefore selected layer
4 XQ as the central layer for anchoring, and checked the results with alternative anchors from layer
1 XQ to layer 7 XQ. Layer 4 XQ is far enough from the problematic deepest layers but close enough to
layer 7 XQ, where the shower,center is expected.

This comparison of data and Monte Carlo is affected also by the running of a that we want to
measure, so the remarkably fiat shape of the relative acceptance means agreement of data with the
input a(t) in the Monte Carlo. To make this clear we have also plotted the prediction for zero running
as the hatched bands. The highly significant "eyebrow" shape of the zero-running acceptance bands,
and their clear separation from the flat Standard Model bands is a graphic representation of our
measurement's sensitivity.

The run-away anchors in the deepest layers considered overlap with the eyebrows and show that
the effects of the preshowering material for these deep layers, particularly on the Left Side, would give
an apparent shape consistent with zero running. As mentioned previously this is equivalent to biases
of about 70 fira in the middle of the acceptance.

An amazing illustration of the anchoring capability is possible by downgrading the quality of the
reconstructed radial coordinate and then determining the resulting (larger) radial biases. The last
step in radial reconstruction before the anchoring procedure is the smoothing algorithm, which was
implemented to remove a residual bias resulting from the variable position resolution across the pad
structure of the detector. This bias has a maximum amplitude of ±50 /im and has a periodic structure
with period equal to the 2.5 mm pad width, see Section 7.5. If we repeat the analysis of Fig. 7.18,
switching off the smoothing-from the radial reconstruction, the result is Fig. 7.19. The alternative
anchors track the expected acceptance variations for each of the pad boundaries and most of the
depth range studied. Similar considerations apply here as said before.

From these studies we can conclude that the anchoring procedure, in the Si layers at a depth of
2-5 XQ, is giving reliable results throughout the whole radial range of the detector.
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Chapter 7: The Reconstruction of Bhabha Events 7.7 Azimuthal Reconstruction

7.7 Azimuthal Reconstruction

The determination of the azimuthal coordinate is not critical and it is based on a technique similar to
the one used for the determination of the radial layer coordinates, but the procedure is much simpler.
All pads, within a <p segment, used to form a cluster are first added in each layer and then the <p
segments off all layers are added. This results in an energy for 2 or 3 summed <p segements depending
on the width of the shower. For an electron shower with 3 <f> segments the same function D as for
the radius reconstruction is used and linearized in order to get the reconstructed <f> coordinate. For a
shower with 2 (j> segments the energy weighted <j> is calculated and the resulting coordinate is linearized.
The details can be found in [45].

i

7.8 Energy Reconstruction

We have already introduced the energy cuts in Section 6. Figure 7.20 shows the distribution of the
summed energy in the Left and Right calorimeter after all cuts, except for the energy cuts and the
acollinearity cut. The latter has only been applied in plot (b). The energy cuts are indicated as lines
in the plots. The large accidental coincidence background, visible at small E-&, E^ requires relatively
tight cuts to be applied. Also visible in the plot are the radiative tails of the distribution, from events
which have lost energy due to a single initiale state photon emitted and disappearing along the beam
pipe. The intensity of events near the cut boundary is reduced by the acollinearity cut by a factor of
four.
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Figure 7.20: The distribution of E\, vs ER, after all the selection cuts have been applied, except for
the energy cuts and the acollinearity cut (a). The effect of the acollinearity cut on the radiative events
and background is clearly visible in plot (b). The lines in the EL VS E-& plane indicate the cuts applied
to the energies. The data shown here are from a typical run with approximately 40,000 events.

A part of the shower energy does not enter the SiW detector, it is lost in the material in front of
the detector or due to lateral or longitudinal leakage. The final shower energy is corrected for these
effects using a sample of beam energy electrons. Such a sample can be obtained by imposing a very
tight collinearity cut (\RR — Ri\ < 1 m m ) a n d by requiring that the measured energy on the opposite
side be close to the beam energy. Except for a negligible fraction of double radiative events, the tight
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acollinearity requirement also selects events with a single cluster. Then the energy lost due to leakage
and preshowering has been parameterized as a function of both the radial coordinate of the shower
and the ratio

pre
•'mam

(7.20)

where EpTe is the energy deposited in the first four layers of the calorimeter (0 to 3 Xo) and -Emain
is the energy deposited in the remaining layers, for a given shower. Using the sample of beam energy
electrons, the correction for dead material, in each of 60 radial bins, is found from a fit of the FpTe

versus ET3iW distribution, as shown in Figure 7.21. Near the inner and outer edges of the detector,

0.6

OPAL

o
_1 I I U i i I i

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
F (preshower fraction)

pre

Figure 7.21: Mean raw energy, Eiam, measured in the calorimeter as a function of the preshower fraction Fpre
for showers near the center of the acceptance in the Left calorimeter. The solid line shows the functional form
used for the energy correction.

where the upstream material is small, the energy response is dominated by lateral leakage and a
simple scaling, independent of Fpre is applied to correct the raw energy. The raw and corrected energy
for the Left calorimeter as a function of radius are illustrated in Figure 7.22. With this method an
energy resolution of approximately AE/E = 25%/VE is reached on the Right Side, whereby E is given
in GeV. On the Left Side the energy resolution is degraded by the presence of cables from the silicon
microvertex detector. In the region with most material (near the middle of the radial acceptance) the
energy resolution is approximately AE/E = 30%/VE.

In order to describe the detector energy response in the Monte Carlo, the data has been divided
into 60 radial bins and parameterized in each bin using two Gaussians of different widths and another
two Gaussians folded with exponentials with different exponents, see Figure 7.23. The low exponential
tail is due to events which shower very late in the detector, events which are not fully contained, and
events with electrons or positrons that scatter off upstream material.

To optimise the energy response parameters, the simulated response function was applied to four-
vectors generated by the BHLUMI 4.04 Monte Carlo simulation of small-angle Bhabha scattering.
The data and Monte Carlo energy distributions for events satisfying a tight acollinearity cut were
compared as shown in Figure 7.23, and the energy response parameters were adjusted to give the best
agreement. The energy spectrum of the bare Monte Carlo four-vectors, also shown in Figure 7.23,
falls two orders of magnitude below the simulated detector response, showing that its shape cannot
significantly influence the detector response tuning.
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Figure 7.22: Mean raw measured energy for a sample of collinear Bhabha electrons (solid dots), as well as the
mean corrected energy for the same sample (open diamonds). The correction algorithm ensures that the energy
response of the calorimeter is not a function of radius. The vertical arrows indicate the position of the loose
radial cuts. No clusters beyond these limits are used in the analysis.

In principle, some nonlinearity in the detector energy response is introduced by the dead material
in front of the calorimeter. This nonlinearity has been measured on the Right and on the Left Sides
separately. The largest deviation between the expected and observed energy is approximately 0.4 GeV.
The expected energy is calculated from the beam energy and the ratio of the radii of the two showers.
The influence of nonlinearity in the detector energy response on the running of a(t) measurement is
estimated in Section 11.4.

The most crucial feature of the energy response function is its integral below the single-side energy
cut at S/E'beam = 0.5. This controls the fraction of full-energy Bhabhas lost due to energy resolution
effects. In Figure 7.23 it can be seen that the response function describes this aspect of the data
very well on both sides. For the Left calorimeter the simulated response function describes the data
everywhere extremely well, but for the Right calorimeter, near EfE\,e&m = 0.8, the data are somewhat
below the model. We have accounted for this effect and the other systematic effects from detector
energy response, see Section 11.4.
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distribution is dominated by resolution effects, as illustrated by the narrow histogram of the bare
BHLUMI four-vectors, whose tail falls two orders of magnitude below the simulated detector response.



Chapter 8

The SiW-Data

In this Chapter the data recorded with the Silicon-Tungsten luminometer at LEP in the years 1993-
1995 is discussed.

8.1 Structure of the Data Samples

The LEP 1 data samples wich have been collected by the SiW-detector between 1993 and 1995, at
energies around the Z° resonance peak, are used in this analysis. Not all the data has been collected at
the Z° peak. In the years 1993 and 1995, energy scans have been performed and large amounts of data
have been taken at two energy points approximately 1.8 GeV above and below the Z° peak. Following
the luminosity analysis [45], we divide the data into nine different sub-samples which have slightly
different characteristics. We structure the data sample to account for any differences in the selections at
the different energies, including those induced by changes in the LEP beam parameters. The complete
1994 data has been taken at the Z° peak. This data is divided into three different samples. The first
two samples are neccesary because of a large change which occurred in the average vertical offset of
the LEP beam at the OPAL interaction point. The third sample corresponds to approximately the last
month of running in 1994. In this period LEP has been in preparation for operating with bunch-trains
in the year 1995. In addition, the OPAL Silicon-Microvertex Detector has been removed for repairs,
which significantly reduces the amount of material in front of the left calorimeter. In total all three
years amount to 101 pb"1 of OPAL data, corresponding to 12.0 x 106 accepted small angle Bhabha
events in the radial region from 7.2 cm to 13.2 cm. For the LEP 2 data-taking, which started in 1996,

Sample

93-2
93 pk
93 +2
94 a
94 b
94 c
95-2
95 pk
95 +2

total

Energy (GeV)

89.4505
91.2063
93.0351
91.2358
91.2165
91.2489
89.4415
91.2829
91.9715

-

Luminosity (pb x)

8.515
8.761
9.042
8.895

41.229
2.633
8.425
4.616
8.944

101.059

Statistical Error (pb •"•)

± 0.010
± 0.011
± 0.011
± 0.011
± 0.023
± 0.005
± 0.010
± 0.008
± 0.011

± 0.036

Table 8.1: The mean center-of-mass energy and the luminosities, with their statistical error.
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the detector configuration changed, with the installation of tungsten shields designed to protect the
inner tracking detectors from synchrotron radiation. These introduced about 50 radiation length of
material in front of the calorimeters between 26 and 33 mrad from the beam axis, thus reducing the
useful acceptance of the detector at the lower polar angle limit. We have estimated in Monte Carlo
that the expected statistical significance for our analysis with the available acceptance at LEP 2 is only
around 3.5a, which is due to a less steeper variation of the coupling at higher polar angles. Moreover
the new fiducial acceptance cut for LEP 2 fell right in the middle of the previous LEP 1 acceptance,
where the preshowering material was maximum. Therefore we have to expect larger systematic errors
compared to the LEP 1 situation, reducing delicately the measurement significance. For these reasons
we have limited this analysis to the LEP 1 data samples.



Chapter 9

The SiW-Detector Simulation

In this Chapter we give an overview of the Silicon-Tungsten detector simulation. More detailed infor-
mation can be found in [45].

9.1 Detector Response based Simulation

The OPAL Silicon-Tungsten detector simulation is not done on the basis of a detailed physical sim-
ulation of electromagnetic showers in the detector. Instead the measured detector response in energy,
radius and azimuth is used to "smear" the BHLUMI four-vectors and obtain in this way a simulation
for electromagnetic showers in the SiW detector. This approach has been followed because it gives a
much better description of the tails, which are due to extreme fluctuations in shower development, of
the detector response functions compared to any other existing program which excert to simulate the
basic interactions of electrons and photons in matter.

An ideal detector has been simulated, which differs from the actual detector in having nominal
dimensions and a perfectly efficient trigger, as well as being free of accidental coincidence (although
not overlap) backgrounds. (These backgrounds have been introduced in Chapter 6.) The differences
between this ideal detector and the actual detector is treated by applying external corrections. These
external corrections are applied directly to the data. These include trigger efficiency, accidental back-
ground, detector metrology and most importantly biases in the reconstructed radial coordinate.

The simulation is done in five steps:

• particle trajectories are generated from the four-vectors according to the beam parameters

• energy of each four-vector is smeared by energy resolution algorithm, producing showers

• accidental overlap background is added

• showers are merged to form the equivalent of the electromagnetic clusters measured by SiW

• radial and azimuthal resolutions are simulated

In the last step the radial and azimuthal positions of the final clusters are smeared using resolution
measurements from the test beam and from data. The radial and azimuthal response functions are
taken as Gaussians whose mean values reproduce the input four-vectors and whose resolutions are
assumed to scale as 1/y/E, where E is the cluster energy.

The detector simulation allows the evolution of resolution with energy to be changed to assess the
systematic errors due to these aspects of the detector response. The test beam measurement is used
to set the radial resolution of 130/im at pad boundaries in the clean acceptance near the inner edge
of the detector for beam energy electrons and positrons.

The apparent resolution at the outer edge and in the central portion of the detector, behind the
bulk of the preshowering material, is degraded approximately by a factor of 2 to 2.5, according to the
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pattern of Figure 7.17. The final clusters include values of E, R, and </> and are passed through the
same analysis chain as the data.
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Chapter 10

The Anchoring and the Running of a(t)

In this Chapter the impact of the anchoring correction on the measurement of the running a(t) is
analysed, and a method to find safe anchors for the measurement is presented. The discussion of the
systematic errors and checks is given in the following Chapter.

10.1 Testing the Anchoring

The anchoring procedure has been chiefly developed for the inner boundary of the luminosity analysis,
where the amount of preshowering material is below 1 XQ. We have shown in Chapter 7 that the
anchoring could be usefully extended throughout the complete radial acceptance region of our analysis.
To study the influence of anchoring imperfections on the fitted slope B, we have made a series of test
fits for different choices of the anchoring layer. The fits are simple x2 fits of the data radial distribution
to the Monte Carlo radial distributions. The Monte Carlo distributions are generated with different
hadronic runnings of the coupling constant as explained in Chapter 5. The final fit result is estimated
with a parabola fit to the x2 versus slope parameter curve. The x2 values of the parabola fits are good
in all the fits discussed in this analysis.

Problems with the anchoring may appear either as increased fluctuations from bin to bin, or
as broader, more dangerous, systematic effects highly correlated between nearby bins. Therefore we
succeed two lines of investigation.

First we study the stability of the anchors at individual pad boundaries. Therefore we divide the
radial distribution into the maximum number of bins: at each layer a bin corresponds to each of the 24
pads in the fiducial region. Figure 10.1 shows the ratio of data over Monte Carlo for the combination
of all data 93-95, anchored at layer 4XQ. For the first few bins, where the amount of dead material is
very small, the corrected results are very close to the uncorrected ones. The increase of preshowering
material, see also figure 4.9, at a reference radius around 8.5 cm and the Amplex boundary1 at 10.2 cm
are visible. First we consider only statistical.errors, which are dominant. The fit x2 is 42.1/22 for the
Right side and 133.6/22 for the Left side after the anchoring correction. The complete x2 versus slope

JAt the Amplex boundary the gain variations of the silicon pads are larger than the gain variations among the 16
channles -within a single Amplex chip, as we have reported in Section 4.3. We have estimated the effect on the ratio
with a Toy-Monte Carlo. For the Toy-Monte Carlo we have simulated an ideal SiW detector with 10 layers in Cartesian
geometry. In each layer the radial coordinate was build from a pad triplet. We have implemented the effect of pad gain
variations at the Amplex boundary in the pad triplet function. The linearisation of the pad triplet quantity D was done in
the same way as for the real data. The energy deposition in the pads was simulated using the measured energy deposition,
see figure 7.2. Resolution effects and the effects from non-Cartesian geometry have been neglected. The outcome was
that the Amplex boundary affects mainly the two nearby bins on each side and the measured disturbance of the ratio
Data/MC was confirmed. For the final result of this analysis a coarser binning has been choosen such that the pads
which are mainly influenced from the Amplex boundary are combined in one large bin.
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Figure 10.1: Ratio of data and Monte Carlo (for the best fit) for the combination of the 1993-94-95 data, for
Right and Left sides. Each bin corresponds to one silicon pad. The given radius is the radius in the reference layer
at 7 XQ. The solid squares show data corrected with anchors in layer 4 Xo, the empty circles the uncorrected
data, with statistical errors in both cases. The Amplex boundary lies at a reference radius of 10.2 cm.
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parameter curve for the corrected distributions can be seen in figure 10.2. The fit quality is much worse
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Figure 10.2: Distribution of x2 versus slope parameter for the combination of Right and Left side 1993-94-95
corrected data. The fit is done in 24 radial bins and only statistical errors are considered.

in the Left side as it is apparent from the greater dispersion of the points in figure 10.1. The anchoring
procedure improves the x2 f°r the Right side but not for the Left side: uncorrected distributions have
X2 = 50.4/22 and 116.7/22 respectively.

We have checked the x2 by including also the anchoring systematic errors in the fit. They have
been conservatively considered uncorrelated as a function of radius, except for small common errors,
the test beam error, the w conversion error and the fit methode error, which are estimated to be
constant or only slightly variable with radius. Uncorrelated errors on the anchors actually produce
anti-correlations between adjacent bins. These short range effects may greatly deteriorate the fit x2

while producing only small effects on the fitted slope. We have then built 24 x 24 covariance matrices
implementing these systematic errors for radial distributions binned with 1 bin equal to 1 detector
pad (2.5 mm). This has been done in the following way: The x2 can be expressed in matrix notation
as:

X2 = AN* V - 1 AN (10.1)

whereby AiVj = iV^ata - Nf*0 and i counts the number of radial bins and V is the sum V =
Vstat + VSySt. The errors on the anchors represent errors on a radial coordinate. In the x2 fit we
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cqmpare event numbers per bin between data and Monte Carlo radial distributions. So we have to
express the radial anchor errors into an event number covariance matrix, which regards for the corre-
lations between them. We distinguish three different radial bin configurations. The diagonal elements
of the covariance matrix correspond to one single radial bin, the first off-diagonal elements correspond
to neighbouring bins, and all other off-diagonal matrix elements correspond to two separated radial
bins. The diagonal covariance matrix element for the bin a is given by:

uncorr A , ( oNa puncorM ^ ( "iVa A c o r r 8Na

) H J +^{AR +pu

(10.2)

whereby Na is the number of events in bin a, i?in/out,a is the inner respectively the outer radius of
bin a and (Ai?uncorr)2 is the summation in quadrature of the uncorrelated anchor errors. The index
j counts the errors of the anchors which are correlated versus radius. The off-diagonal elements Va>c

describe the correlations between a bin a and a bin c, which are not direct neighbours:

9Na Affcorr I 9Na A/?corr \yJ dNcorr I 9Na A/?corr \yJ dNc Af?corr

c'-ftout,c

In the last case we consider the correlation between the direct neighbours, bin a and bin b. Direct
neighbours means that the outer radius of bin a is the inner radius of bin b (or vice versa) and hence
this bin boundary is affected by the same errors, resulting in:

T/ T/- • / OM"tt » puncorr „ C/̂ Vj » puncorr |
Va,b = Va,c + I -WE A^out,a x ^ 5 AiMn,6

hereby Va>c stands for the formula we have already defined in 10.3, but replacing bin c by bin b. The
X2, with full covariance matrix, of the corrected distributions for 1993-94 data is x2 = 19.9/22 and
45.3/22 for the Right and the Left side and x2 = 14.1/22 and %2 = 21.3/22 for 1995 data. The good
X2 for the Left Side in the 1995 data sample is due to the much lower statistics (factor « 1/3.5) of the
1995 data sample combared to the 1993-1994 data sample. In figure 10.3 the x2 obtained with the full
covariance matrix is shown as a function of the anchoring layer for the combined data sets and both
sides of the detector. The problem by using the full covariance matrix is that the effects on the central
value are dominated by assumptions on the correlations of errors in radius. These can not be at the
same time both realistic, to avoid biasing the central value of the fit, and conservative, to allow the
possibility of a larger error. If we allow for the full covariance matrix, with realistic assumptions on the
correlations of errors in radius, than this changes the central value of the fit by only AB R ; 4 X 10~5.
So we decided to leave this approach in favour of a more conservative error estimate and a more
realistic central value. Thereby the central value is estimated without the full covariance matrix and
we account for the correlations in the estimation of the errors. Thereby each error source is treated
separately in a conservative way and then all the numbers are added in quadrature, as explained in
Section 11.1.

To study the effects on the x2 associated with the anchors, we focus on the difference in x2

(d.o.f.=22) between the corrected and uncorrected distributions, which is shown in Fig. 10.4 as a
function of the anchoring layer. The results are shown separately for the two sides, and for the two
homogeneous data sets, 1993-94 and 1995. It is apparent that beyond layer 7 XQ the %2 becomes
progressively worse. By considering the (cleanest) 1993-94 data on the Right side, the anchoring
improves (or leaves unchanged) the x2 in layers 2-6 XQ. In the layers 7-10 XQ the Xcorrected *s m u c h
larger than Xuncorrected • These results indicate that the anchors deeper than layer 6 XQ suffer from
systematic effects significantly larger than the statistical uncertainties in the anchors, and therefore
are not suitable for use in the measurement. This behavior is in agreement with the drawn conclusions
from Figure 7.18. On the other hand, the anchor fluctuations in layers 2-6 Xo are smaller than the
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information these layers confer, and therefore appear safe. In the second study, we focus on further
systematic effects which have a direct effect on the measured running. Here we optimise the number
of bins for extraction of the slope B, as specified in Table 10.1 (for layer 4 XQ). The ratio plots for
the coarse binning for the homogenous datasets are given in figure 10.5 and figure 10.6. For the coarse

Bin

1
2
3
4
5

-Rin •Rout

(cm)
7.2584
8.2665
9.2746
10.7868
11.7949

8.2665
9.2746
10.7868
11.7949
13.3071

—iout | < -t>
(GeV2)

1.81
2.35
2.95
3.99
4.77

2.35
2.95
3.99
4.77
6.07

2.05
2.63
3.42
4.36
5.37

Table 10.1: Coarse bin definitions for the radial distribution. The corresponding —t and < — t > values
are determined assuming a reference energy y/s = 91.2208 GeV.

binning the bin width grows with increasing radius to compensate the diminishing statistics, and any
noise associated with fluctuations at the suppressed intermediate bin boundaries, which we treated in
our first study, is reduced. In particular the effects of the Amplex boundary, at R = 10.2 cm, on the
radial coordinate are reduced. Here, in addition to the statistical errors, we also include the systematic
errors of the anchoring procedure, determined as described in Section 11.1. The fit values of B for
each layer are shown in Fig. 10.7. The uncorrected slope shows only small statistical fluctuations due
to the rebinning in each layer. The corrected slope is close to the uncorrected result in layers 2-6 Xo,
then shows a steady decrease with increasing depth in the calorimeters. Consistent with Fig. 7.18, for
1993-94 data the onset of deviations on the Left side preceeds that on the Right by almost exactly one
layer, due to the presence of the extra preshowering material of the microvertex cables. In the 1995
data the observed deviations are similar on the two sides, reflecting the fact that the preshowering
material is then symmetric.

These results indicate that the corrected values of B are consistent with the uncorrected values,
within the assigned systematic error, for the broad region covering layers 2-6 Xo. This is true for both
sides, and for all datasets.

Nonetheless, the Left side appears to exhibit a pattern of deviations consistent with a residual
depth-dependent effect, particularly in the more statistically significant 1993-94 data. Due to the back-
to-back nature of Bhabha events, the two sides do not contribute independent statistical information.
We therefore choose to derive our final results from the Right side alone. Even though in 1995 the
Right data is affected by extra preshowering material to an extent similar to the 1993-94 Left data,
we consider that the gain of statistical precision in using this data outweighs the risk of any potential
increase in systematic error. We also choose the anchors in layer 4 XQ to correct our final results,
since this layer lies in the center of the safe region, where the corrected and uncorrected results
are most consistent. In some sense this decision is simply prophylactic: all results within the safe
anchoring region are consistent within the assigned errors, corrected and uncorrected, on both sides
of the detector, and for all datasets.

The anchoring procedure can be viewed in several ways. On the one hand it provides an independent
method to reconstruct the radial coordinates of the pad boundaries, which could be compared with
the coordinates obtained by the pad triplet method. Such a comparison checks for large systematic
disturbances in the radial coordinate and has been done in Figure 7.18. Otherwise the anchoring can
be viewed as a correction to the pad triplet coordinate, since we know that the pad triplet method
neglects the r-<f> geometry of the silicon pads and can be influenced by the averaging process of the
single layer coordinates. For this reason the anchored coordinate is used in the analysis and since the
expected biases from the neglected r-<f> geometry and the averaging process are small, the difference
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Figure 10.5: Ratio of data and Monte Carlo (for the best fit) for the combination of the 1993-1994 data, for
Right and Left sides in coarse binning. The given radius is the radius in the reference layer at 7 Xo- The solid
squares show data corrected with anchors in layer 4 Xo, the empty circles the uncorrected data, with statistical
errors in both cases.
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Figure 10.7: Fitted slope as a function of the anchoring layer for homogeneous data combinations. The open
circles show results obtained from uncorrected radial distributions, with the band representing the (correlated)
statistical error. The solid squares show results from distributions corrected with the anchors from the corre-
sponding layer. The error bars represent only the anchoring systematic errors.
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between the corrected and uncorrected fit results in Figure 10.7 are small, for the layers in which we
can trust the anchoring correction. The most important aspect of the anchoring is that it represents a
powerfull tool to study and control the residual bias of the reconstructed radial coordinate of Bhabha
electrons on the level of a few microns throughout the detector. This is most important at least to
assess the systematic error of the radial coordinate. The strength of the anchoring, compared to a
Monte Carlo simulation of the biases in the radial coordinate, is that it measures the residual bias in
the radial coordinate and allows to track every single error source in a very transparent way without
assumptions on the behaviour of electromagnetic showers in the SiW detector.
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Chapter 11

Systematics

In the last Chapter we have discussed how we make sure that the anchoring corrections are chosen
from a safe region of the detector. In this Chapter we quantify the errors we attribute to these anchors
and determine their effect AB on the extracted slope parameter B. In addition all the other systematic
errors we identify as affecting the measurement are evaluated and presented here. The analysis of these
errors closely follows their treatment in the SiW luminosity analysis [45].

The systematic uncertainties are grouped in classes and summarized in Table 11.5, and discussed
in detail below.

11.1 Anchoring Errors

This error class includes all the uncertainties connected with the anchoring procedure described in
Section 7.6. In Table 7.1 and Table 7.2 the layer 4 XQ anchors and the corresponding errors are given
for all the pad boundaries in our radial acceptance and separately for the Right and the Left side
of the detector. As already mentioned we do not choose the obvious way to account for these errors
by implementing them all together into a radial covariance matrix since then a conservative error
handling would bias our central fit value. Instead we extract the central fit value for each data subset
accounting only for the statistical errors. For the systematic error we treat each error source separately
in a conservative way and then sum up all the numbers in quadrature.

For the anchoring errors uncorrelated with respect to radius, like the errors from azimuthal varia-
tions and fit statistics, the errors AB given below are absolute numbers, found by quadratic difference
between the total and the statistical error on B. The total error is obtained with a covariance ma-
trix, see Chapter 10, which includes only the systematic anchoring error which is at study. So the
anti-correlations between nearby bins are taken into account. For the anchoring errors correlated with
respect to radius we report as error AB here the difference of the resulting slope B with respect to
the default slope B (central value), after modifying all anchors by the assumed error

A bias on the radial coordinate, e.g. due to a shift in the anchors, can directly affect the. shape
of the radial distribution. In particular a bias on the reconstructed position in the central part of the
acceptance, behind the preshowering material, can produce a significant error. As mentioned in the
introduction of Chapter 7, a bias in the central region of 70 /im would double the measured running
of a(t) or reduce it to zero depending on the sign of the bias.

Shifts in the anchors can arise either through the measured values of Roß or through the deter-
mination of the pad boundary bias, ÖRRQ since the summation of these two parts defines the anchor
(not mentioning the small bias due to the resolution flow):

SR w RoS + 6RR(j>.

The measurement of i?ofj is affected by pad gain fluctuations and departures from the Gaussian
model used for fitting the pad boundary image. A global uncertainty in the pad boundary bias
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has negligible effect on the current measurement, but uncertainty in its radial dependence must be
considered1.

The observed -ROff is affected by fluctuations of the individual pad gains. We have checked these
effects directly on data, by studying Ro^ for each of the 32 azimuthal divisions of the calorimeters. The
size of the extra azimuthal variations, after allowing for the statistical and the metrology fluctuations,
is taken as systematic uncertainty due to pad gain variations:

((Äoff)ffi)2 = ((ÄofF)RMs)2 - ( ( « R M S ) 2 - («ff
etrOl°Sy)RMs)2 (1U)

The metrology component is determined as explained in [45] and is 1.3 microns. The statistical com-
ponent is the statistical error in the fit of. the pad boundary images, which is given in the Table 7.1
and Table 7.2, and depends on the available statistics at each radius.

We assign the statistical uncertainty of the mean {ROS)^MS/^^
 a s a systematic error in the

anchors. This is a genuine uncorrelated error as a function of radius, estimated to be 17(16) x 10~5

for the 1993-94 (1995) data.
Another error component uncorrelated in radius is the statistical error of the anchors, determined

from the fits of the pad boundary images. This gives a further uncertainty of 5(11) x 10~5 for the
1993-94 (1995) data.

Fig. 7.15 shows that a Gaussian resolution does not perfectly describe the tails of the pad boundary
image. To the extent that this image maintains an odd symmetry about the apparent pad boundary,
its non-Gaussian behaviour does not affect the determination of Roß, as can be seen from the close
agreement of the data points and the fitted curve near the pad boundary. We have also considered a
model in which the apparent pad boundary is taken as the median of the observed resolution function.
The shift in the slope which is obtained with this alternative method is taken as an error. It is very
small, 1(6) x 10~5 for 1993-94 (1995) data.

The determination of the pad boundary bias in the test beam was carried out at a radial position
close to the inner acceptance cut to provide optimal information for the luminosity determination.
In this analysis we have a greater dependence on knowing the pad boundary bias throughout the
detector. The geometrical bias due to R-<f> shaped pads is expected to scale as 1/R, thus decreasing at
a greater radius of pad curvature. Therefore we have scaled the bias determined from the test beam
results accordingly, but have assigned an additional systematic error equal to 50% of the expected
change to account for possible deviations from this behaviour. We have estimated conservatively the
effect of this additional error, by shifting in a correlated manner all the anchors by this error and
measuring the resulting variation in the slope B. It is found to be 14(17) x 10~5 for the 1993-94 (1995)
data.

Further errors on the determination of <5J?R.«/,, like the uncertainty on the shower width dependence
of the pad boundary bias and the uncertainty on the input apparent width wa, have been estimated
for the worst case of a radial bias anticorrelated between the inner and the outer radius. Under this
conservative hypothesis, the uncertainty on the shower width dependence of the pad boundary bias
may contribute a shift of 6 x 10~5, common to all the datasets. The uncertainty on the input apparent
width wa may shift the slope of 5(10) x 10~5 for the 1993-94 (1995) data.

All these error contributions have been summed in quadrature, giving finally a total anchoring
error on the B slope of 24(28) x 10~5 for the 1993-94 (1995) data. This corresponds to an effective
anchoring error of about 4 /im2.

Table 11.1 contains the total anchoring error for the layers 2 — 10 XQ separately for the Right and
the Left Side. It is nice tor see that our careful study of the optimal anchoring layer in the previous

1A uniform bias as large as 0.5 mm on all radii would give the same observable slope as the expected running. We
know that the pad boundary bias is much smaller.

2What we meant by "effective" is the value of anchor displacement one has to use in a simple formula (two-bin
model) to generate the same uncertainties in the running slope due to the anchoring, which we have calculated using
the full, more sophisticated calculation. The displacement of the central division in the two-bin analysis of about 4 urn
corresponds to the total anchoring error given above.
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Detector Layer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[ABR i g h t (1993-94)
30.
27.
24.
26.
29.
34.
43.
61.

109.

A£?Right (1995)
35.
34.
28.
32.
35.
48.
59.
85.

236.

A£Left (1993-94)
31.
30.
30.
32.
38.
50.
62.
99.

278.

ASLeft (1995)
33.
35.
35.
38.
42.
51.
63.
97.

252.

Table 11.1: Anchoring!systematic error for different layers in units of 10, - 5

Chapters is rewarded with the smallest systematic error in layer 4. The error in the deep layers is
much larger mainly due to the contribution of the fit method. Other error items contribute little to
the variation.

When we combine the 9 datasets, see Table 11.5, it is conservative to take all the anchoring errors
as correlated between them, excluding the fit statistics contribution to the anchoring error which is
correlated within the 2 groups (6 93-94 datasets, 3 95 datasets) but uncorrelated across them, as they
are different event samples.

11.2 Preshowering Material

To cover in a conservative way possible effects of the preshowering material we did a few direct tests
using the data. The amount of preshowering material is maximum in the middle of the accepted radial
range, as is reflected in the o~a distribution shown in Fig. 7.17. We have thus defined two regions:

• clean region, R < 8.2 cm and R > 11.7 cm, corresponding to the first 4 pads starting from the
inner radial cut and the last 6 pads close to the outer cut;

• obscured region, 8.2 < R < 11.7 cm, corresponding to the central 14 pads.

The fitted slopes determined separately in the two regions and in the full acceptance are given in
Table 11.2. We see that the results obtained in the clean region are quite close to the results of the fit
on the full acceptance. Moreover the independent values obtained in the obscured region are consistent
within the statistical errors. It is natural to expect a possible extra pad boundary bias in the obscured
region, particularly on the Left side. We have checked for its presence by introducing a new parameter
x in the fit, related to this assumed extra bias, using two alternative models:

• Box-model, a naive choice assuming a constant extra bias within the bad radial region and no
extra bias outside it. Here x is the constant extra bias.

• W-model, the extra bias <5i2extra is assumed to follow the pattern of the apparent shower width
o~a versus R:

(11.2)

where R\n is the inner acceptance cut, where aa is minimum, and amax is the maximum value
of cra, which is reached near the centre of the detector (R fa 10.2 cm). So 5RextT3j = x when

= CTmax-
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No evidence for an extra bias is found under either of the two hypotheses. We take the statistical
sensitivity of the check as a systematic uncertainty, quantified as the additional contribution to the
error on the slope generated by allowing the possibility that such an extra bias might exist. We obtain
16(29) x 10~5 for the Right (Left) side in 1993-94 data and 47(51) x 1CT5 for the Right (Left) side in
1995 data. Notice that such uncertainties cover the observed shifts between fits in the restricted clean
region and in the full acceptance in each of the various cases.

Detector side / Radial range
Right
Right
Right
Left-
Left-
Left-

- full acceptance
- clean
- obscured

full acceptance
clean
obscured

1993-94

229 ±
220 ±
241 ±
190 ±
188 ±
234 ±

59
70

129
58
70

129

1995
74 ± 107

126 ± 128
-47 ± 236

45 ± 107
45 ± 128
44 ± 236

193
198
174
157
155
190

All

±
±
±
±
±
±

51
61

114
51
61

114

Table 11.2: Fitted slope for the full, clean and obscured radial range of acceptance in units of 10 5, for
homogeneous data sets. Both the Right and the Left side results are given. The errors are statistical
only.

11.3 Beam Parameters

In this Section we consider the effects of the beam parameters on the running of a(t) measurement.
The LEP beam parameters depart from the ideal geometry of beams free of angular divergence pass-
ing on-axis through the center of the bores of the two SiW calorimeters. The offset and tilt of the
beams with respect to the calorimeter bores, as well as the angular divergence of the beams and the
physical size of the intersection region have been evaluated with the SiW luminometer itself and with
the OPAL tracking detector and the informations about the operational parameters of the accelerator.
The following (run dependent) beam parameters have been found [45]:

Beam offset

Beam tilt

Beam size :

Beam divergence :

(zoff,2/off,2off) ~ 0-3 mm

0-300 /im

120-160 /im, 25 /im, 0.7 cm

(horizontal, vertical) « 100-170 /^rad

The geometry of the colliding beams with respect to the detector can have quite important effects
on the apparent slope. The size of the running is comparable to the effect of an uncorrected transverse
offset of the beams of 4 mm or a beam angular divergence of 1.4 mrad. These values are much larger
than those we experienced. Moreover we were able to determine such parameters from the data.

The uncertainties related to the beam parameters are geometric effects which modify the radial
acceptance and can be adequately calculated analytically by assuming a simple 1/03 angular distribu-
tion. Here, with regard to the slope of the radial distribution, it is enough to work out the estimates
by dividing the radial acceptance into two bins, see Appendix B. In this way one gets a conservative
estimate, since the isolation cuts, which are neglected analytically, considerably decrease the variations
calculated from the acceptance cuts alone.

The average of the eccentricities (center offsets of the beam on the Left and Right Side) defines
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the beam offset:

x0ff = 7: Yoff = 7̂ (11.3)

The transverse beam offset is measured run-by-run with a precision better than 10/iim and gives a
negligible uncertainty on the fitted slope.

The beam tilt (dumping) is the most important effect. Its two components are determined run-by-
run as the difference of the eccentricities of the unscattered beams as they pass through the bore of
each calorimeter:

xtilt = 2^ (11.4)

These eccentricities are measured by the azimuthal modulation of the Bhabha intensity, and the sta-
tistical accuracy with which they can be determined is 200-300 /̂ m for typical runs. Note that random
variations in the angles of the electron and positron beams will appear as additional contributions to
the beam divergence, which is considered as an independent parameter. In order for the tilts to have
an effect on the acceptance which is not included in the divergence correction, the trajectories of the
incoming positron and electron beams must change in a correlated manner. For the nine data sets the
beam tilt contributes 1-5 x 10~5 to the uncertainty in the slope. These errors have been conservatively
taken twice: both correlated and uncorrelated with respect to the data set. The measurement of the
beam tilt could not probe the tilts on a timescale shorter than an individual run, so although they
are unlikely rapid variations of the tilts are another possible source of systematic error. To cover the
possibility of rapid tilt variations we have conservatively taken as an additional uncertainty the slope
variation corresponding to the extreme hypothesis of setting the beam tilt to zero for each data set.
They range from 1 x 10~5 for the largest sample (94b) to 17 x 10~5 in the worst cases. We have
taken these numbers as uncorrelated errors, with an additional common correlated systematic equal
to 1 x 10~5.

Effect
Beam Tilt
Rapid Variations in Beam Tilt
Transverse Beam Size
Longitudinal Beam Size
Beam Divergence
Transverse Beam Offset
Longitudinal Beam Offset

| AB
1.-5.
1.-17.
0.5
0

2.-4.
<1.
0

Table 11.3: Beam systematic errors in units of 10 5. The given range of the errors is due to the different
beam configurations of the nine datasets. The beam tilt error and the error for the beam divergence
have been conservatively taken twice: both correlated and uncorrelated with respect to the data sets.

The transverse beam size and divergence give effects similar to the radial resolution and can be
estimated in analogous way from the related resolution flow. The uncertainty due to the beam size
is conservatively estimated by taking the full size of the effect: its contribution to the slope is about
0.5 x 10~5 and has been neglected. The uncertainty on the beam divergence, estimated by comparing
two independent determinations, is about 100/xrad for 1993-94 data and about 130 /xrad for 1995 data.
The resulting uncertainties on the slope are 2 x 10~5 and 4 x 10~5, respectively. These errors have
been conservatively taken twice: both correlated and uncorrelated.

The longitudinal position of the beam spot has a constant effect on the radial acceptance so gives
no contribution to the slope. The same holds for the longitudinal size of the beam spot. The results
are summarized in Table 11.3.
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The uncertainties estimated in this way have been checked with the results of Monte Carlo simu-
lations where one parameter at a time can be varied. In this case the isolation cuts are included, at
the price of some statistical limitation. The results are consistent.

11.4 Energy Response

As mentioned in Section 7.8 and Chapter 9, instead of a detailed physical Monte Carlo detector
simulation, a more robust method concerning extreme fluctuations in shower development is used to
obtain a detector simulation. This method is based on the measured energy response of the detector,
which is parametrized. According to this parametrisation each BHLUMI four-vector event is assigned
to an energy. Using a detector simulation based on this parametrisation we are able to propagate the
uncertainties in the measured energy response of the detector to the systematic error in the running
of a(t) measurement.

The essential problem here is how the preshowering material degrades the energy response and
causes events to be lost from the accepted sample. Uncertainties due to the energy response have
been assessed by varying the parameters in the detector simulation within the precision they have
been estimated from the data. The following parameters have been varied: the Gaussian width of the
energy response function, the exponential low-energy tail of the response function, the nonlinearity
in the detector energy response and the method used to extrapolate the energy resolution to lower
energies. We determined the variation in the fitted slope in a conservative way, by dividing the radial
acceptance into two bins and then by changing in turn each parameter in the simulation of the outer
bin, leaving unchanged the parameters for the inner bin. Table 11.4 summarizes the systematic errors.

We varied the contribution from the exponential tails by ±50%. A change of the low-energy tails
varies the number of events which are failing the 0.5 Sbeam cut and affects in this way the slope of the
radial distribution. The widths of the Gaussians is varied by ±10% which gives a minor contribution
to the systematic error. The low energy resolution in the detector simulation is assumed to scale
with ~ \/E. As a systematic error due to this assumption the low energy resolution is taken to scale
with ~ 1/E2 and the difference in the slope parameter is given as systematic error. The Right side
parametrisation error is estimated by using the Left side energy smearing on the Right side and again
the difference to the default value is used as systematic error. The luminosity analysis claimed to have
zero systematic error from the general energy scale [45], since the energy could be easily calibrated to
the known LEP energy. For the running of a measurement we have to study the way the energy scale
changes with radius. Therefore we have divided the acceptance into two bins and looked at the ratio
Data/MC of the mean energy for each of the two bins. The fractional change in this ratio between the
outer and the inner bin is « 1.002. We have scaled the MC energy in the outer part of the detector
with this scaling factor and then we estimated the effect on the slope B, the result is 2.1 x 10~5 for
both sides.

Then we sum up in quadrature the obtained uncertainties on the slope, choosing the result with
the larger absolut value in those cases where we have varied the default value in two directions. The
dominant uncertainty is caused by the low-energy tail of the response function, which is generated by
events that shower very late in the detector, events not fully contained and events with electrons and
positrons that scatter off upstream material. The resulting uncertainty is 15 x 10~5 for both sides. We
have estimated with an independent Monte Carlo sample that the statistical fluctuations in the given
numbers are below 1 x 10~5 for all cases in Table 11.4, which assures that we are observing the pure
systematic effect.

11.5 Position Resolution

The radial resolution at pad boundaries in the clean acceptance near the inner edge of the detector
has been measured using the test beam to be 130 /im. The apparent resolution at the outer edge and
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Effect

Overall Energy Scale
Scale Gaussian -10%
Change Tails +50%
Change Tails -50%
Low Energy Resolution
Nonlinearity (+0.01£beam at E = £beam/2)
Nonlinearity (-0.01£beam at JE? = Eheam/2)
Right Side Parametrisation Error
Total

AB

2.1
1.5

-12.9
11.4
-1.4
2.2

-2.1
6.5

15.

Table 11.4: Systematic errors due to uncertainty in the detector ernergy response in units of 10 5.
These numbers were estimated by varying the detector energy response parameters in the Monte Carlo
within the precision with which they could be determined from the data. Listed is AB = (B (default
parameters) - J3(actual parameters)). The numbers contain only small statistical fluctuations 5(AB) <
1 x 10~5. The largest data subsample (94b) has been used for these fits.

in the central portion of the detector, behind the bulk of the preshowering material, is degraded by
a factor of 2 to 2.5, according to the pattern of Fig. 7.17. The Monte Carlo simulation includes a
radial dependence accounting for this variation. The impact of any unaccounted degradation of the
radial resolution as a function of radius is tiny. For example, to get an effect the same size as the
running, the resolution behind the material would have to be wrong by 2 mm. We conservatively
assessed the uncertainty related to the radial resolution by dividing the acceptance into two radial
bins and calculating the full effect of the resolution flow on the slope. It amounts to 8(14) x 10~5 for
1993-94 (1995) data. The contribution of the resolution flow across the acollinearity cuts is negligible
in comparison, amounting to less than 3 x 10~~5 in all cases.

The resolution on the reconstructed azimuthal coordinate is not critical because of the cylindri-
cal symmetry of the detector. It only enters through the cuts on the acoplanarity distribution as a
resolution flow effect, which is taken into account by the detector simulation. Radial variation of the
azimuthal resolution and unaccounted non-Gaussian tails give uncertainties on the slope smaller than
2 x 10~5 and have been neglected.

11.6 Acollinearity Bias

The acollinearity distribution 6.1, with the selection cuts | AR\ < 2.5 cm, is not corrected using anchors
as is the radial distribution. Therefore it is subject to biases of the order of the anchors themselves. In
the worst case there could be a first order effect causing a net gain or loss of events at both the positive
and the negative AR cut. This is conservatively estimated by considering a bias with absolute value
Ai?bias = 30 /im, which is the maximum anchoring correction. This corresponds to an uncertainty on
the slope of 5 x 10~5.

11.7 Metrology

The detector geometry was carefully determined and monitored for the luminosity measurement, as
already mentioned in Chapter 4. The most crucial quantity in that analysis was the inner radius of
the calorimeters, since the internal geometry of the Si wafers is inherently excellent. This analysis is
much less sensitive to the absolute radial scale, and it would require a radial shift of about 0.5 mm to
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mimic the expected a running. Even without averaging over the metrology measurements of the two
sides, the inner radii are known with a precision of 7/xm, which gives an error on the slope of only
6 x 10-5.

In operating conditions the thermal effects contributed variations to the nominal radial dimen-
sions of the detector on the order of 2-10/xm. These were calculated independently for each data set,
according to the average temperature measured by thermistors located on each detector layer. Such
thermal effects give uncertainties to the slope of 2-7 x 10~5, which have been considered correlated
between all the data samples.

This analysis is insensitive to longitudinal metrology errors. In fact an error in the longitudinal
separation between the Right and Left calorimeters would be equivalent to a shift in the z position of
the interaction vertex which has no effect on the slope. Also the inter-layer separation gives negligible
uncertainties: for a change of 100 jira. in the spacing between layers, the effect on the slope is about
0.5 x 10~5 for all layers considered (1-10Xo).

11.8 Accidental Background

Off-momentum electrons and positrons generated by beam-gas scattering generate the majority of
single showers in the luminometer. Accidental coincidences between background clusters in the Right
and Left calorimeters can occasionally produce events which are selected as Bhabha scatterings, al-
though in general these events are rejected by the minimum energy cuts or fail the acollinearity cuts.
This background was studied by special triggers including random bunch crossings and delayed coinci-
dences, as we have explained in Chapter 6. The background fractions were found to vary between 0.1
and 0.6 x 10~4 depending on the data set [45]. We have conservatively estimated the effect on the slope
by dividing the acceptance into two radial bins and assuming that the background is concentrated
in the inner bin. The radial distribution of background is indeed sharply peaked at low radius. To
account for the enlarged acceptance used in this analysis we increased the background fractions by
50 %, which covers the variations observed by studies of the background distributions. The effect on
the slope is a slight decrease of between 1 and 8 x 10~5 which has not been corrected but taken as an
uncertainty correlated between the data samples.

The accidental overlap of a background cluster with a Bhabha event can also change the values
of reconstructed quantities, modifying the acceptance. This has been evaluated by incorporating the
measured background into the detector simulation, by adding to BHLUMI events background clusters
with rates determined from random triggers. Likewise we have also combined the measured background
with data. In both cases the resulting shift in the slope is smaller than 10~5 and has been neglected.

11.9 Physics biases in the fitted slope

The parameterization in (5.5) has the advantage that the logarithmic slope B is almost constant for
small variations of the t range or the different center-of-mass energies which we have in data. So a
correction of the slope B for the different center-of-mass energies is not necessary.

The reconstructed t has a small positive bias, due to initial-state radiation, with respect to the
exchanged four-momentum between the electron and positron line. Prom a study of BHLUMI Monte
Carlo events this is found to be almost zero at the inner acceptance cut, increasing to about 0.1 GeV2

at the outer cut. This small variation of the t range is negligible for the slope B.
Our selection contains a small irreducible physics background from the process e+e~ —>• 77, for

wich we apply a correction. Its cross section within our idealized acceptance is found to be 16.9 pb at
91.1 GeV with a Monte Carlo generator including O(a3) terms [58]. The correction to the B slope is
— 10 x 10~5, practically constant with respect to our range of centre-of-mass energies, with negligible
uncertainty.
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11.10 Summary of Systematic Errors

The dominant systematic errors are those related to anchoring and preshowering material, described
in Section 11.1 and 11.2.

The experimental systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table 11.5, where the nine data
samples are labelled as introduced in Chapter 8. The final experimental error correlation matrix
(including the statistical errors) is given in Table 12.2. The correlations reach at most 10 %. The
classification of the detailed sources of error into correlated and uncorrelated components given in
Table 11.5 does not reveal the complete pattern of correlations embodied in the full correlation matrix.
In that Table the errors classified as correlated are fully correlated between all data samples, while
those classified as uncorrelated are often correlated within a given year, but uncorrelated between
years.

Uncertainty
M.C. Statistics

uncorrelated
correlated

Anchoring
uncorrelated

correlated
Preshowering Material

uncorrelated
correlated

Radial Resolution
uncorrelated

correlated
Acollinearity Bias

uncorrelated
correlated

Radial Metrology
uncorrelated

correlated
Radial Thermal

uncorrelated
correlated

Beam Parameters
uncorrelated

correlated
Energy

uncorrelated
correlated

Background
uncorrelated

correlated
Sum

uncorrelated
correlated

Total Systematic Error

1 93 - 2

53.
0.

5.
24.

0.
16.

0.
8.

0.
5.

0.
7.

0.
1.

10.
4.

0.
15.

0.
9.

54.
36.

65.

93 pk

53.
0.

5.
24.

0.
16.

0.
8.

0.
5.

0.
7.

0.
1.

17.
4.

0.
15.

0.
7.

56.
35.

66.

93+2

53.
0.

5.
24.

0.
16.

0.
8.

0.
5.

0.
7.

0.
1.

11.
4.

0.
15.

0.
4.

54.
35.

64.

94 a

42.
0.

5.
24.

0.
16.

0.
8.

0.
5.

0.
7.

0.
2.

4.
4.

0.
15.

0.
2.

43.
35.

55.

94 b

17.
0.

5.
24.

0.
16.

0.
8.

0.
5.

0.
7.

0.
2.

3.
3.

0.
15.

0.
1.

18.
34.

39.

94 c

53.
0.

5.
24.

0.
16.

0.
8.

0.
5.

0.
7.

0.
2.

7.
5.

0.
15.

0.
3.

54.
35.

64.

95 - 2

53.
0.

16.
24.

44.
16.

0.
14.

0.
5.

0.
7.

0.
7.

7.
4.

0.
15.

0.
3.

71.
37.

80.

95 pk

53.
0.

16.
24.

44.
16.

0.
14.

0.
5.

0.
7.

0.
7.

14.
4.

0.
15.

0.
1.

72.
37.

81.

95 +2

53.
0.

16.
24.

44.
16.

0.
14.

0.
5.

0.
7.

0.
7.

18.
4.

0.
15.

0.
1.

73.
37.

82.

Table 11.5: Summary of the experimental systematic uncertainties on the measurement of the effective
slope B for the nine data sets on the Right side. They are broken down into the components correlated
and uncorrelated among the data sets. All errors are in units of 10~5.
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11.11 Theoretical Uncertainties

It is important to assess the theoretical uncertainties associated with our reference cross section calcu-
lated by the BHLUMI Monte Carlo. In fact a reliable determination of the running coupling constant
from the equation we presented in Section 3.3.1:

needs a precise knowledge of the radiative corrections e, since the contributions of 57 and Sz are much

smaller than those of e and the vacuum polarization. At Born level , Bhabha scattering
results in the production of exclusively1 collinear, beam-energy, scattered electrons. Considering first-
order radiative corrections in leading logarithmic approximation allows photons collinear with either
the in-coming or out-going electrons to be radiated. In sub-leading logarithmic approximation, these
photons can be acollinear. Higher-order terms in the perturbative expansion allow correlations in
multiple-photon emission to be taken into account.

We use the BHLUMI 4.04 Monte Carlo generator, which is a multiphoton exponentiated generator
for small-angle Bhabha scattering, throughout the analysis. The matrix element used in BHLUMI
includes complete ö(a) and O(a2L2) photonic corrections, see Figure 11.1. Here L = ln{t/m%) is
the so-called big-log in the leading logarithmic (LL) approximation. Higher order contributions are

1

ocL

oc2L2 ;

1
II A A A d

a
1 A A A 1

1 a 2 L»

o?L2

2a

a3L 3a

Figure 11.1: QED perturbative leading and subleading corrections. Rows represent corrections in consecutive
perturbation orders. The first row is the Born contribution. The first column represents leading logarithmic (LL)
approximation and the second column depicts the next-to-leading approximation (NLL). The terms above the
dotted line are implemented in BHLUMI.

partially included by virtue of the exponentiation. Exponentiation is a powerful calculation technique
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which allows lower-order terms in the perturbative expansion approximate the effect of the domi-
nant higher-order terms which have not been explicitly evaluated. The theoretical uncertainty in the
BHLUMI calculation of small-angle Bhabha scattering has been studied extensively for the event
selections of the LEP experiments. The fractional theoretical error is 6.1 x 10~4 for the integrated
cross section at LEP 1 [47,53] which was relevant for the determination of the luminosity. Alternative
existing calculations have been widely cross-checked with BHLUMI [47]. Moreover the extensive com-
parisons between data and the predictions of the Monte Carlo by the four LEP collaborations decrease
the chances that it contains significant residual technical imperfections. Therefore the estimate of the
theoretical uncertainty of BHLUMI is considered solid.

We also used two other Monte Carlo generators which are included in the same BHLUMI package.
OLDBIS [55,57] is an exact 0{Q) calculation, based on a MC program written by an independent
group. LUMLOG [50,56] implements a Leading-Log calculation up to O(a3L3), based on a structure
function approach, assuming purely collinear radiation. The BHLUMI package gives access to many
intermediate weights which compose the final calculations, so that we could also check several different
approximations3.

For the purpose of assessing the theoretical uncertainties, the OPAL experimental selection has
been simulated by a slightly modified version of the code used in [47] and included in the BHLUMI
package (subroutine TRIOSIW). Events were generated within a safely enlarged angular region to protect
against loss of visible events. All smearing effects are neglected and an ideal beam geometry is assumed.
Nearby particles are combined by a clustering algorithm which uses an angular window matched to the
experimental resolution. The energy is defined by summing all the particles inside the isolation cuts in
each calorimeter. The position variables R and 4> are defined as the coordinates of the highest energy
particle reconstructed on each side. We applied all the isolation cuts listed in Section 6.1 to these
reconstructed variables. The size of the window used by the clustering algorithm (in R and <f>) has
been varied over a large range to verify the stability of the result. As further checks we used alternative
selections, for example SICAL (following the nomenclature of [47]) which mostly differs in its lack of
acollinearity cuts, and BARE, a non-calorimetric selection. The differential cross section obtained at
different perturbative orders is shown in Fig. 11.2 normalized to the reference BHLUMI cross section.
Here, vacuum polarization, Z°-exchange interference and s-channel photon interference have been
switched off. Radiative corrections reduce the Born cross section by about 5-15%, depending on the
polar angle. Most of the reduction is obtained by the leading O(aL) corrections, which give a result
uniformly about 1% above the reference. When the complete O(a) corrections are considered, including
subleading terms, the result lies below, but generally within 1% of the reference, but with stronger
edge effects. The most precise alternative calculation shown in Fig. 11.2 is the sum of the complete
0{a) given by OLDBIS and the leading higher orders (O(a2L2) and O{a3L3)) given by LUMLOG.
This combination was previously used in [47], and is termed in the following OLDBIS+LUMLOG, see
Figure 11.3.

Now we will discuss the terms which are (partly) neglected by BHLUMI, their i-dependence and
how much they influence our measurement. The magnitude of the photonic corrections to the t-
channel Born cross section is roughly given by the so-called canonical coefficients [59], as explained in
Section 2.3. BHLUMI includes completely the O(a2L2) terms, while higher order terms are partially
accounted for by exponentiation. The first neglected terms are thus O(a2L) and O(o;3L3). Concerning
the t dependence, using the canonical coefficients indicate negligible effect of these neglected terms
on the slope B. For non-calorimetric selections the cubic term would be dominant. For calorimetric
selections each of the two would contribute less than 1 x 10~5, which is expected to be correct within
a factor of about 2. The canonical coefficients neglect specific effects introduced by the selection cuts,
which significantly change the impact of subleading terms. For example the subleading O(a) correction

3BHLUMI provides several option switches (KeyOpt, KeyRad, KeyPia,...) which allow to determine, the type of
the used QED matrix element, the parametrisation of'photon vacuum polarization, the Z boson interference, s-channel
photon contribution, the final state radiation and the random number generator.
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Figure 11.2: Differential cross section as a function of the polar scattering angle, in different pertur-
bative approximations normalized to the reference BHLUMI calculation, for the OPAL selection. The
reference BHLUMI (O(a2L2) exponentiated) is also shown as the dashed horizontal axis. Vacuum
polarization, Z°-interference and s-channel photon contributions are switched off.
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Figure 11.3: Perturbative content of tjie matrix element of the hybrid Monte Carlo calculation OLDBIS plus
LUMLOG.

has a canonical coefficient of a/ir = 2.3 x 10 3, independent of t, but its computed value, obtained as
the difference of the exact O(a) and the leading O(aL) is about 9 x 10~3 and shows strong effects at
the edges of the acceptance.

The magnitude of O(a2L) corrections can be better estimated from the product of the leading
O{aL) and the subleading O(a) corrections. This is about 0.5 x 10~3 times the Born cross section
when integrated over the entire acceptance. The effect on the slope B is estimated by calculating this
product for the inner and outer halves of the acceptance separately and then taking the difference. In
this way we obtain 11 x 1CT5, which is expected to be correct within a factor of about 2. This number
is much greater than the naive estimate based on the canonical coefficients and expresses the potential
effect of the experimental selection. Unfortunately, although conservative, it depends mostly on the
physical uncertainty, due to missing higher orders, but not on the technical precision of the Monte
Carlo. Therefore our safest checks rely on the comparison of different Monte Carlos.

The effect of O(a3L3) terms on the slope B measured within our selection can be directly calculated
using LUMLOG and is found to be small, (—4 ± 7) x 10~5. Moreover such terms are known to be
almost completely accounted for by the exponentiation in BHLUMI.

A better test of the ö{o?L) corrections, which also takes into account the limited technical precision
of the Monte Carlos, can be obtained by comparing the reference O(a2L2) exponentiated calculation
of BHLUMI to the combination of the two independent Monte Carlos, OLDBIS and LUMLOG. The
OLDBIS+LUMLOG combination is shown together with other precise calculations in Fig. 11.4. To
quantify possible deviations from the expected t shape, we fit the ratios of alternative calculations to
the reference BHLUMI with a linear t dependence. The effect, AB, on our measured slope B is then
estimated by accounting for the factor 1.94 which converts from the linear fit methode, described in
Appendix B to our fit methode. We obtain:

AS [(OLDBIS + LUMLOG)/BHLUMI] = -21 ± 11 x 1(T5

AB [Exp.e>(a;)/BHLUMI] = +12 ± 9 x 10~5

,-5AB [Unexp.0(a2L2)/BHLUMI] = - 6 ± 33 x 10

The ratio of the exponentiated O(a) calculation to the full BHLUMI is quite flat as a function of t, with
a clear normalization shift of 0.2%, which is however irrelevant to our analysis. The unexponentiated
O(a2L2) also seems flat, albeit with much larger statistical error bars. The OLDBIS+LUMLOG combi-
nation is rather flat with somewhat larger than expected fluctuations. The extreme points on either end
show downward deviations with respect to the reference BHLUMI, but removing them does not change
the fit significantly. We take the shift A6 determined from the (OLDBIS + LUMLOG)/BHLUMI fit as
the uncertainty due to missing higher orders, which are mainly O(a2L), plus the technical precision of
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Figure 11.4: Differential cross section as a function of —t, in different perturbative approximations
normalized to the reference BHLUMI calculation, for the OPAL selection. The reference BHLUMI
(O(a2L2) exponentiated) is also shown as the dashed horizontal axis. Vacuum polarization, Z°-
interference and s-channel photon exchange contributions are switched off. The superimposed solid
line is a fit to the OLDBIS+LUMLOG result.
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the calculations. This amounts to 21 x 10 5, which is in agreement with our cruder estimate obtained
from the product of the leading O(aL) and the subleading O(a) terms, above. This estimate is also
seen to be in line with the differences observed for the exponentiated O(a) and the unexponentiated
O(a2L2) calculations. Changing the size of the window used by the clustering algorithm produces
negligible variations. Similar results are also obtained for the SICAL selection.

The interference with the i?0-exchange amplitude in the s-channel is a small correction, designated
Sz in Equation (5.1), which is not factorized with respect to the main contribution and the running
coupling constant. It is energy dependent, vanishing at -/s = mzo and changing sign across the Z° pole.
In BHLUMI it is calculated up to exact O(a) photonic corrections, which can also be exponentiated
[60]. Vacuum polarization can be included. Event samples have been generated at three different
energies: the Z°-peak energy (y/s = 91.1 GeV) and energies offset by ±2 GeV. At each energy we
consider independently the shifts of the slope B produced by switching off the exponentiation or the
vacuum polarization (in the photon propagator) for the calculated interference term 5z, and then add
these shifts in quadrature. The maximum value of 16 x 10~5 is taken as the uncertainty due to Z°
interference.

Error source || AB (xlO~5)
Photonic corrections
Z° interference
Light pairs
Total

21.
17.
6.

28.

Table 11.6: Estimated theoretical uncertainties on the effective slope B.

Concerning the contribution of the vacuum polarization (in the Z propagator) to the 5z term, this
subtle effect could in principle perturb the asserted cleanliness of the measurement. However such
an effect is vanishingly small at the peak energy (we get —3 x 10~5 at -fs = 91.1 GeV) and has
approximately equal and opposite values smaller than ±11 x 10~5 above and below the pole. The
overall effect is therefore negligible.

BHLUMI does not include diagrams with extra light lepton pairs (e+e~, ß+ß~). Their contribution
was calculated explicitly for the OPAL selection, giving a fractional correction of (—4.4±1.4) x 10~4 [54]
on the integrated cross section. The leading order contribution can be checked with LUMLOG, and
gives effects on the slope B below 6 x 10~5 with the OPAL or the SICAL data selections.

The estimated theoretical uncertainties are summarized in Table 11.6. Their quadratic sum is
28 x 10~5 and will be added to the experimental errors.
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Chapter 12

Results

In this Chapter we present our final results and compare it with the results obtained by other experi-
ments.

12.1 Final Fits

Our final results are based exclusively on the radial distribution observed in the Right Calorimeter, as
explained in Chapter 10, and on radial coordinates corrected using the anchoring procedure, which has
been described in Section 7.6. Due to the back-to-back nature of Bhabha events the two sides of the
detector do not contain statistically independent informations about the running of a. The decision to
use only the Right calorimeter is based on the demand to reduce possible unassessed systematic error.
Similarly, the decision to use corrected coordinates has little impact, since our faith in the anchoring
requires consistency between the corrected and uncorrected results. Changing any of these choices
would shift our result by no more than 10% of its error.

To obtain the final results the radial distribution is binned as specified by Table 10.1. The x2

comparison of data and Monte Carlo is done separately on each dataset and the results are reported
in Table 12.1 and are shown in Figure 12.1. Table 12.1 shows both the dominant statistical errors and
the full systematic errors, which are determined as described in Chapter 11. The small correction for
the irreducible background, which has been described in Section 11.9, is applied to the fitted B values.
The nine subsamples give consistent results, with x2/d.o.f = 7.2/8 for the average B considering only
statistical errors and x2/d.o.f. = 6.7/8 considering statistical and systematic errors. The combined
result of the nine subsamples using the error correlation matrix in Table 12.2 is:

B = (222 ± 52 ± 37 ± 28) x 10~5

where the first error is the statistical error, the second error is from experimental systematics and the
third error is due to theoretical uncertainties.

The effective slope B gives a measurement of the variation of the hadronic running of a(t) from
equation (5.7):

Aahad(-6.07 GeV2) - Aahad(-1.81 GeV2) = 0.00248 ± 0.00058 ± 0.00044 ± 0.00030

This result has a statistical significance of 4.3 <r, reduced to 3.1a considering also the systematic error
and the theoretical uncertainties. To our knowledge this is the first direct evidence of the contribution
of hadronic loops to the running of the QED coupling. The leptonic running was kept in our fits at the
precisely calculable theoretical prediction for the leptonic contribution, <5(AaieP) = 0.00202 and the
hadronic contribution was measured by variation of the slope parameter B. We could also interprete
our result as a measurement of the total contribution. In this case the slope parameter B measures the
hadronic part of the running and deviations of the leptonic running from the corresponding theoretical
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Dataset

93 - 2
93 pk
93 +2
94 a
94 b
94 c
95 - 2
95 pk
95 +2

Average
X7d.o.f.

(GeV)

89.4510
91.2228
93.0362
91.2354
91.2170
91.2436
89.4416
91.2860
92.9720

B slope
(xlO-5)

317. ± 176. ± 65.
206. ± 175. ± 66.
152. ± 178. ± 64.

2. ± 175. ± 55.
322. ± 82. ±39.

-158. ±307. ±64.
219. ±172. ±80.
357. ± 212. ± 81.
- 1 1 . ±173. ±82.

(222. ± 52. ± 37.) x 10~5

7.2/8 6.7/8

Table 12.1: Fitted B slope for each data subsample and average. The average centre-of-mass energy
of each subsample is also reported. The first error is statistical, the second is the full experimental
systematic. Error correlations are given in Table 12.2. The nine subsamples (labelled as in [45]) give
consistent results, with %2/d.o.f = 7.2/8 for the average B considering only statistical errors and
X2/d.o.f. — 6.7/8 considering statistical and systematic errors.

Sample
93 - 2
93 pk
93+2
94 a
94 b
94 c
95 - 2
95 pk
95 +2

| 93 - 2
1.00
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.04

93 pk
0.04
1.00
0.03
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.04

93 +2
0.04
0.03
1.00
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.04

94 a
0.04
0.04
0.04
1.00
0.07
0.02
0.04
0.03
0.04

94 b
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
1.00
0.04
0.07
0.06
0.07

94 c
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.04
1.00
0.02
0.02
0.02

95 - 2
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.02
1.00
0.03
0.04

95 pk
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.06
0.02
0.03
1.00
0.03

95+2
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.04
0.03
1.00

Table 12.2: The experimental correlation matrix for the nine data sets.
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Figure 12.1: Fitted slope for each data subsample, the average and the expectation from BHLUMI for
the Right side of the detector. The errors are statistical errors.
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prediction. So by adding the theoretical prediction <$(Aaiep) = 0.00202 to the measured one we get
the total contribution:

Aa(-6.07 GeV2) - Aa(-1.81 GeV2) = 0.00450 ± 0.00058 ± 0.00044 ± 0.00030

The statistical significance of the measurement is 7.8 <r, which becomes 5.7 a considering also the
experimental systematic errors and the theoretical uncertainties. Our result is in good agreement
with the Standard Model prediction, which gives S (Aa) = 0.004605 for the same t interval. This
is currently the most significant experimental observation of the running of the QED coupling in a
single experiment and also the cleanest when theoretical uncertainties are considered. The result is
illustrated by Fig. 12.4, the shown error bar is the total error. The result is clearly incompatible
with the hypothesis of fixed coupling, which correponds to. a horizontal line in Figure 12.4 starting
at the I/a value of the inner acceptance boundary, and also with the expected behaviour of vacuum
polarization involving only leptons, which is shown as dashed line. The curve is the parametrisation
from Burkhardt-Pietrzyk [24]. Older parameterizations of the hadronic component, like [23] or [51],
would be indistinguishable from the shown curve. Fig. 12.4 also shows the prediction for vacuum
polarization consisting of only e+e~ pairs (dashed-dotted curve), which would give a much smaller
slope. According to these predictions, virtual lepton pairs other than e+e~ contribute about the same
of e+e~ pairs to the observed a running. The slope B is predicted to get contributions roughly along
the proportion: e : JJ, : hadron ~ 1 : 1 : 2.5 in our t range. Instead the absolute value of Aa, to which
we are insensitive, is dominated by e+e~ pairs, according to about: e : \x : hadron ~ 4 : 1 : 2. We can
discard the hypothesis of running due to only virtual e+e~ pairs with significance of 4.5 a including
the total error.

The best fitting Monte Carlo distribution, with the logarithmic parametrisation of the hadronic
running, describes the data very well. The results obtained with the coarse binning, wich have been
reported in Table 12.1, all have good %2/d.o.f. values. So for example the ratio (Ratio=Data/MC) for
the best fit for the combination off all data is a perfect straight line within the statistical errors and
has x2/cl.o.f = 1.6/3, see Figure 12.2. In Figure 12.3 the |i| spectrum normalized to the BHLUMI the-
oretical prediction for a fixed coupling (Aa = 0) is shown again together with the different theoretical
predictions. In this plot the slope of the running a is visible for each of the 5 i-bins. Note that one
big tick on the y-axis corresponds to a per mill change in the ratio.

12.2 Discussion

Up to now there exists only one similar measurement by the L3 experiment, to compare our result with.
The L3 result [38] does not show a strong evidence (around 3 a) for the running of a and is dominated
by experimental systematics Sa~l = 0.78 ± 0.26totai in the t-region -2.1 GeV2 > t > -6.25 GeV2.
Figure 12.5 shows the final result from OPAL and L3 , which are in good agreement with each other
and with the Standard Model prediction. For this comparison the OPAL and L3 results have been
expressed as a total slope b according to equation B.2. L3 has no significant experimental evidence for
the hadronic contribution to the running. A direct comparison of the OPAL result with results from
measurements in the s-channel is not possible due to the occurence of resonaces in the s-channel.
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Figure 12.2: Radial distribution and Ratio (= Data/MCbest fit) plot, in the coarse binning, for the
Right side and for the combination of all data 1993-1995. The histogram is the best fitting Monte
Carlo distribution and the points are the data. The statistical error bars for the radial distribution
are smaller than the plotted squares. The distributions are corrected with layer 4Xo anchors. The
corresponding x2/d.o.f.= 1.6/3.
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is the prediction if a were fixed. The dot-dashed curve is the prediction of running a determined by
vacuum polarisation with only virtual e+e~ pairs, the dashed curve includes all charged lepton pairs
and the dotted curve the full Standard Model prediction, with both lepton and quark pairs.
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Figure 12.4: Final fit result. The point without an error bars marks the inner boundary of the OPAL
acceptance region. The other point shows the measured running to the outer region of the acceptance.
The error is statistical error, systematic error and theory uncertainty summed in quadrature. The curve
is the parametrisation from Burkhardt [51]. The dashed line is the parametrisation from Burkhardt
with the hadronic part switched off in the OPAL t-region, thus showing only the leptonic running.
The dashed-dotted curve is the leptonic running from e+e~ pairs.
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12.3 Conclusions

The measurement of the running of aem in the i-channel, using data taken with the OPAL detector
during the years 1993 to 1995 operating on the Z° resonance, has been presented. A total of 101
pb"1 of data have been analyzed. The running of the effective QED coupling a(t) has been measured
from the angular spectrum of small angle Bhabha scattering using the precise OPAL Silicon-Tungsten
calorimeters. The square of the momentum transfer t is related to the polar scattering angle, and the
scattering angular distribution is modified by the running coupling which appears as a2(i). Then the
angular distribution of the data (and hence the 2-spectrum) can be compared with the predictions of
the BHLUMI Monte Carlo generator, to determine the running of a(t) within the acceptance region.
Despite the narrow accessible i-range, the method has high sensitivity due to the high statistics and
the purity of the data sample. The most important aspect of the analysis is controlling the residual bias
of the reconstructed radial coordinate of Bhabha electrons in the detector to a level below s=s 10 /xm
uniformly throughout the acceptance. Therefor an extraordinary precise understanding of the OPAL
Silicon-Tungsten detector is necessary.

Prom a theoretical point of view the environment represents an almost ideal measurement. In fact
for this kinematic range the process is almost purely QED, Z° interference is very small and the
dominant diagram is i-channel single-photon exchange, while s-channel photon exchange is negligible.
Small angle Bhabha scattering is one of the most precisely calculable processes. We verified that
there is no significant disturbance from photonic radiative corrections and found that the radiative
corrections are almost decoupled from the t-slope, at least for the OPAL selection, which strongly
reduces non-collinear final states.

We determined the effective slope of the Bhabha momentum transfer distribution in the range
1.81 GeV2 < —t < 6.07 GeV2. The observed 2-spectrum is in good agreement with the Standard
Model prediction. The following result has been obtained

Aa(-6.07 GeV2) - Aa(-1.81 GeV2) = 0.00450 ± 0.00079.

The Standard Model expectation for the same t interval is 6 (Ace) = 0.004605. The hadronic contri-
bution to the running of the coupling has been estimated to be

Acw(-6-07 GeV2) - A o ^ - l ^ l GeV2) = 0.00248 ± 0.00079.

This measurement is one of only a very few experimental tests of the running of a(t) in the space-
like region, where Aa has a smooth behaviour. We obtain the strongest direct evidence for the running
of the QED coupling ever achieved in a single experiment, with a significance of about 6 a. Moreover
we report the first clear experimental evidence for the hadronic contribution to the running, with a
significance above 3 a. The results of this analysis have been published by the OPAL collaboration [61].
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Appendix A

Anchoring Correction

The anchoring procedure provides us with a correction to the radial position of each pad boundary.
The anchoring procedure itself could be done in each layer of the detector not only in layer 7 where
the radial coordinate is build. If one wants to anchor in alternative layers then the binning changes,
due to projection of the desired layer to the reference layer 7. We always keep the binning fixed for one
layer and implement the anchoring correction by appling an acceptance correction to the MC radial
distribution. We will explain here the details of this acceptance correction.

acceptance

1 bin = 1 pad

Anchor

Radius (cm)
Figure A.I: Shematic radial distribution. One radial bin corresponds to one Si-pad.

The t-channel Bhabha differential cross section is given by :
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da_ _ 1_
dti~ sm3(

with :

k =
32?ra2

With the geometry shown in figure A.2 one obtains :

r

dr

This gives :

=

da

^/r2T
arctan

1
z 1 +

= k^-

z2

r
z
1

+ , 2 ) 3

z
z2 + r2

(A.I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

Now we can express da/dr as :

Detector
rout

z~246cm
Figure A.2: Definition of the geometry.

+ r2
z
r

= k-^Vr2 + z2 (A.4)
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For the cross section of the acceptance region one obtains :

a =
°ut da , T—-dr = zk

d
-dr

= zk
2r2 b (A.5)

and since a > 6 w e get :

a m zk

Now we can use

o r2 .Zrin

+ a; « 1 + \x :

' out ' (A.6)

2k
out

(A.7)

So we end up with :

z2k

in Ul out

(A.8)

According to Equation A.4 an uncertainty £r;n at the inner boundary is equivalent to an uncertainty
in the cross section :

(A.9)

The uncertainty in the acceptance thus is :

—- = — = Sr^i
A a

z
in

y2 in' out
r2 -r2

' out ' in

— r-
in

l r 2

1
(A.10)

Analog for an uncertainty <5rout
 a^ the outer pad boundary we get :

rout
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and this gives :

ÖA
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^ 2Srout

z
r 3
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;V
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1

r 2 4'out T

r2

' in

z2 •
^' in out

z2A; •
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r 2 -' out r2

' in

''out - 1
(A.12)

Now we have two formulas, one for the acceptance correction due to the change of the inner boundary
and one for the acceptance correction due to the change of the outer boundary :

(A.13)

/ outer edge rout Ian _ 1

Or if we want to express the correction of a single bin in one formula we could write:

5A
— {n — c o u t

whereby the coefficients c-m and cout are:

(A.14)

(A.15)

(A.16)
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Appendix B

Formula for Systematic Checks

In Chapter 5 we have described how we estimate the running of a from the OPAL data. In this Section
a different method to estimate the running of a is explained. This method allows in a simple way to
calculate systematic effects by hand. Therefore the ratios of data and Monte Carlo events in each
bin are calculated. Where the Monte Carlo is modified by setting the coupling to the constant value
a{t) = a0. Then:

The dominant dependence of Aa(t) expected from theory is logarithmic. But within the kinematic
region of this analysis it could be approximated with a straight line. There is nearly no statistical
sensitivity to deviations from a linear behaviour of the running. So one could fit the ratios as:

R(t) = a + b\t\ • (B.2)

The b slope represents the full observable effect of the running of a(t), both the leptonic and the
hadronic component. It is related to the variation of the coupling by:

b ^ 2
Ao;fe) ~ Agfa) = . 2 g^fo) - a"1^) ( R 3 )

where ii and £2 correspond to the acceptance limits. Most simply one could think of dividing the
detector acceptance in two and determine the slope with only two bins. Then the slope is given by :

b = 7 7 1 — m (B-4)

whereby R\ is the ratio of data and Monte Carlo in the two bins R\ = Nfat&(bin i)/NyiQQ (bin i).
The effective slope defined in (B.2) is slightly variable for the different data samples, as their average
center-of-mass energy varies and the dimension of the slope parameter b is 1/GeV2. To take this into
account we define b in (B.2) as:

b = b*^- • (B.5)

where At is the actual energy-dependent t range and At* corresponds to a reference centre-of-mass
energy y/s = 91.1 GeV. Then b* is the fit parameter.

Since systematic errors Ab* and AS both are related to the error on Aa it is easy to transform
Ab* to AB. A rule of thumb is given by AB « 1.946*.
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